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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CELLULASE PRODUCTION BY CLOSTRIDIUM
THERMOCELLUM IN SOLID STATE AND SUBMERGED FERMENTATION
Dependence on foreign oil remains a serious issue for the U.S. economy.
Additionally, automobile emissions related to petroleum-based, fossil fuel has been cited
as one source of environmental problems, such as global warming and reduced air quality.
Using agricultural and forest biomass as a source for the biofuel ethanol industry,
provides a partial solution by displacing some fossil fuels. However, the use of high cost
enzymes as an input is a significant limitation for ethanol production.
Economic analyses of cellulase enzyme production costs using solid state
cultivation (SSC) are performed and compared to the traditional submerged fermentation
(SmF) method. Results from this study indicate that the unit costs for the cellulase
enzyme production are $15.67 per kilogram ($/kg) and $40.36/kg, for the SSC and SmF
methods, respectively, while the market price for the cellulase enzyme is $36.00/kg.
Profitability analysis and sensitivity analysis also provide positive results.
Since these results indicate that the SSC method is economical, ethanol
production costs may be reduced, with the potential to make ethanol a viable
supplemental fuel source in light of current political, economic and environmental issues.
KEYWORDS: Biomass, Ethanol, Enzyme Production,
Solid State Fermentation, Submerged Fermentation
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background
Oil consumption by the United States ranks number one, accounting for 25.4% of
total global consumption in 2002 (Parry and Darmstadter, 2003). However, with regard to
production, the U.S. is the world’s third largest oil producer, following Saudi Arabia and
Russia, accounting for only 8.6% of global production. In terms of known crude oil
reserves, U.S. estimates account for only 2% of global reserves, while the Persian Gulf
region accounts for two-thirds of reserves (Littell, 2002). The huge gap between U.S. oil
consumption and production is filled by foreign oil imports to a large extent, especially
from the Middle East, which makes the U.S. vulnerable to potential oil supply disruptions.
Not surprisingly, the U.S. Department of Energy, office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (US-DOE-EERE) has chosen to “dramatically reduce or even end
dependence on foreign oil” as their mission statement’s first priority (US-DOE-EERE,
2004). Furthermore, according to US-DOE-EERE, automobile emissions related to
petroleum-based fossil fuels (e.g., gasoline and diesel) are sources of environmental
problems such as global warming and reduced air quality, where large amounts of heattrapping residue gases are dispersed into the atmosphere when these fuels are
incompletely burned (US-DOE-EERE, 2002).
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The development of the biofuel ethanol industry provides one partial solution. It
is technologically feasible to biologically convert agricultural or forest biomass, such as
wheat bran and straw, cornhusks, and rice hulls, into ethanol. This technology is
appealing because the raw materials discussed above are inexpensive and available in
large amounts in the United States, the world’s largest agricultural producer, implying
that large amounts of ethanol could be produced to decrease the U.S. dependence on
imported oil. Secondly, such technology is inherently a value-added process since
valuable biofuels are produced from agricultural wastes. Thirdly, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (US-EPA) reported that automobile emissions may be reduced when
ethanol is used as a fuel, compared to conventional gasoline (US-EPA, 2002), which
should result in a reduction of global warming and air pollution.
Given the above, adoption of a new technology for large-scale ethanol production
from lignocellulose might result in economic and environmental benefits. Unfortunately,
a number of factors currently prohibit the commercial production of ethanol from
lignocellulose. One main problem is that production costs for enzymes, which is an
important facet of the bioconversion process, remains high enough to be a significant
proportion of the total costs for ethanol production (Saha and Woodward, 1997). Enzyme
production cost estimates range as high as 25 to 50% of the total ethanol production costs
(Ruth, 2003; Himmel et al., 1997), which significantly limit the economic viability of this
process (Lynd, Wyman and Gerngoss, 1999). While cellulases are traditionally produced
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by a submerged fermentation (SmF) method, solid state cultivation (SSC) method has the
potential to provide cheaper enzymes and therefore may reduce ethanol prices. If
economic analysis confirms profitability, ethanol production costs may be reduced, with
the potential to make ethanol (from lignocellulose) a viable supplemental fuel source in
light of current political, economic and environmental issues.
Although this thesis focuses on enzyme production in an ethanol context, it is
important to note that the availability of low-cost enzymes is significant to other
biochemical conversion industries involving biocatalysts. Enzyme production is a
growing field of biotechnology with annual world sales close to one billion dollars
(González et al., 2003). The SSC technology discussed in this thesis would be readily
transferable to most bioconversion processes that require enzymes.
Thesis Hypotheses and Objectives
Based on the inherent technical advantages of the solid state cultivation (SSC)
method over the traditional submerged fermentation (SmF) method, two hypotheses are
made in this thesis: (1) unit costs using the SSC method are more economical than the
traditional SmF method for enzyme production; (2) given a variety of parameter
assumptions and assuming that the SSC method is adopted by the enzyme producer, this
method may be profitable in the short run and may reduce ethanol prices in the long run.
The main objective of this thesis is to test the above two hypotheses and evaluate the
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economic feasibility of the SSC method for producing enzymes compared to the
traditional SmF method.
To realize the above objectives, firstly, unit costs of producing enzymes using the
SSC method are compared to the costs of producing enzymes using the traditional SmF
method. Secondly, economic analyses are conducted to assess the profitability of enzyme
production using the SSC method. If profitability indicators suggest positive results, the
SSC method might be adopted. Finally, sensitivity analyses provide greater insights into
the profitability of adopting the SSC method based on changes of several economic and
technical parameters. If the SSC method is economical, the production costs of ethanol
may decline and large-scale ethanol production from lignocellulose might displace some
traditional fossil fuels.
Organization of this Thesis
The first chapter of this thesis reviews the background, hypotheses and objectives
of this research. The second chapter reviews the literature on the following: cellulose and
cellulase, the enzyme component of ethanol production, cellulase enzyme production
methods--traditional submerged fermentation (SmF) method and the solid state
cultivation (SSC) method, as well as other recent related research.
The third chapter discusses the enzyme production process using the SmF and
SSC methods, respectively from an economic viewpoint. This includes the design of
flowsheets, corresponding specification of equipment and procedural operations that will
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be used in subsequent chapters. The fourth chapter presents software simulation of these
two experimental enzyme production processes. The fifth chapter conducts two economic
analyses: (1) unit costs to produce enzymes are calculated for the interest of economists,
engineers and microbiologists; (2) three profitability indicators -- payback period, net
present value and internal rate of return -- are calculated for the interest of potential
investors who might be interested in using the SSC method.
The sixth chapter conducts economic sensitivity analyses to assess the effect on
profitability from changes in economic parameters--production scale, project life and
selling prices, and technical parameters--raw material and utility prices, facility costs and
enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients. The seventh chapter summarizes the
previous six chapters as well as discusses policy implications and future research.

Copyright © Jun Zhuang 2004
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand enzyme production process and economic analyses that
will be discussed in subsequent chapters, some biochemical knowledge (on cellulose,
cellulase, and cellulase component in ethanol production), two enzyme production
methods (traditional submerged fermentation (SmF) method and solid state cultivation
(SSC) method), as well as other recent related research are reviewed in this chapter.
Cellulose and Cellulase
Cellulose, a principle component of all plant materials, is considered one of the
most abundant renewable resources in the world (Cen and Xia, 1999). Cellulose is made
of linked glucose molecules connected by β -1, 4 bonds. Cellulose is regarded as a
valuable resource largely because it can be decomposed into soluble cellobiose and
glucose sugars when β bonds are broken (Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary,
2003). This process is called cellulose hydrolysis. Cellulose hydrolysis occurs naturally
in soils, sediments, aquatic environments, and in the digestive tracts of animals by
microorganisms capable of producing cellulase enzymes (Leschine, 1995).
Cellulase, a family of enzymes that breaks down cellulose into glucose molecules,
catalyzes the cellulose hydrolysis, ultimately yielding cellobiose and glucose as available
carbon and microbial energy sources (Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary, 2003).
Industrial applications of cellulase enzymes include stonewashing denims, household
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laundry detergents, animal feeds, textile biopolishing, de-inking and de-watering paper,
fruit juice and beverage processing, baking, and alcohol production (Tolan and Foody,
1999).
The most common cellulase enzyme is produced by an aerobic, mesophilic
(moderate-temperature loving) bacteria Trichoderma reesei. However, anaerobic,
thermophilic (high-temperature loving) bacteria, such as Clostridium thermocellum (C.
thermocellum or C.T. in this thesis), have also become the subject of research studies
recently, partially due to the development of the ethanol production industry.
Cellulase Component of Ethanol production
Virtually all ethanol currently produced in the United States is derived from the
fermentation of corn and other starchy materials hydrolyzed by yeast (McAloon et al.,
2000; Gong et al., 1999). However, much starchy materials are used as animal feed and
human food. A more attractive alternative would be the use of inexpensive fibrous
biomass (such as wood, waste paper and pulp mill waste) as raw materials. These
substrates are not considered animal feed or human food. They contain abundant
cellulose that can be degraded into valuable glucose. The challenge is that these fibrous
substrates must be converted into monomeric sugars before fermentation. Some processes
use strong acids to saccharify (convert to simple soluble fermentable sugars) the
carbohydrate polymers, but acid hydrolysis and subsequent base neutralization is not
environmentally benign. Therefore, more attention has been given to an alternative--
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enzymatic hydrolysis. Biocatalyst cellulase enzymes play a significant role in the
production of ethanol using plant biomass, specifically for the process of cellulose
saccharification.
Figure 2.1 represents enzyme production for the entire ethanol production process,
in which the shaded area represents the cellulase enzyme production component (Aden et
al., 2002). The economic analysis conducted in this thesis focuses on enzyme production
sector.
Figure 2.1. Enzyme production component within the ethanol production
process
Feedstock:
Cellulose
(Substrate)
Bacteria

Fibrous
Biomass

Milling

Dilute Acid or
Steam explosion

Pretreatment
Enzyme
Production
(SmF or SSC
method)

Ethanol

Distillation

Fermentation

Detoxification
Cellulase
Enzyme

Saccharification

Shaded Area: Enzyme production process
Source: Simplified flowchart from Aden et al., 2002.

The bacterial to produce enzymes is C. thermocellum in this research, partially
based on the progress of technology used in the ethanol production process--simultaneous
saccharification and fermentation (SSF). SSF has been proposed and studied by
8

researchers in an effort to make the ethanol production process more efficient and
economical (Philippidis et al., 1993). SSF is a relatively new technology in ethanol
production, which integrates the following three processes: (1) cellulase enzymes
production; (2) cellulose hydrolysis to obtain glucose and (3) the fermentation of glucose
into ethanol (Lynd and Grethlein, 1987). Bacteria C. thermocellum is capable of
fermenting hydrolyzed sugars into ethanol, in addition to decomposing cellulose into
glucose and cellobiose; thus C. thermocellum is an attractive source of cellulase enzymes
for the purpose of converting cellulosic biomass into ethanol.
Cellulase Production using the SmF and SSC Methods
Historic Review
Traditionally, enzymes are produced using the submerged fermentation (SmF)
method, in which the cultivation of microorganisms occurs in an aqueous solution
containing nutrients. An alternative to the traditional SmF method is the solid state
cultivation (SSC) method, which involves the growth of microorganisms on solid
materials in the absence of free liquids (Cannel and Young, 1980). While SSC is not
widely used, it is not a new idea. Foods fermented from moist solids, such as soy sauce
and miso soup, have been prepared by SSC for thousands of years in China, Japan,
Indonesia and other countries in Asia. However, a glance of history of fermentation
technology indicates that the SSC method was nearly completely ignored in Western
countries after 1940 due to the adoption of the submerged fermentation (SmF) method
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(Pandey, 2003). During the past ten years, a renewed interest in SSC has developed due,
in part, to the recognition that many microorganisms, including genetically modified
organisms (GMO), may produce their products more effectively by SSC (Pandey et al.,
1999).
Characteristics Comparison between SSC and SmF
The advantages of SSC enzyme production on an industrial scale is of interest for
two major reasons: (1) SSC has the potential for producing large quantities of
inexpensive enzymes, which are essential for use in the food and fiber processing
industries (Chen and Wayman, 1991), and (2) SSC is a proven technology for waste
reduction and beneficial reuse and presents an alternative to industries currently facing
limited disposal options for their organic waste (Evans, 1983). Thus, the SSC method
appears to have theoretical advantages over traditional submerged fermentation.
Nevertheless, SSC has several important limitations. Table 2.1 shows the characteristics
of these two methods (Raimbault, 1998).
Table 2.1 Comparison of characteristics for SmF and SSC methods
Factor
SmF
SSC
Water
High volumes of water consumed Limited consumption of water
and effluents discarded
and no effluent
Mechanical agitation Good homogenization
Static conditions preferred
Scale up
Industrial equipment available
New design equipment needed
Energy
High energy consuming
Low energy consuming
Equipment Volume
High volumes and high costs
Low volumes and lost costs
Concentration
30-80g/l
100-300g/l
Source: Sangsurasak, Nopharatana and Mitchell, 1996.
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Advantages of SSC over SmF for Enzyme Production
Different mediums lead to different downstream processes. The enzymes
produced by SmF must be concentrated and freeze-dried before usage because of liquid
cultivation (i.e., it uses large volumes of water). However, the enzymes produced by SSC
do not require concentration because of its solid cultivation. It does not have to be freezedried if used on-site. Thus, generally the SSC process is simpler and consequently
(potentially) less expensive than the SmF process. The flow charts of the SmF and SSC
enzyme production processes are represented in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Flowcharts of enzyme production using the traditional SmF method
compared to the SSC Method
SmF

SSC

Feedstock

Feedstock

Enzyme production

Enzyme production

Enzyme concentration
Enzyme Drying
Enzyme Freeze-Drying
Final Enzymes

Final Enzyme
Used on-site

Final Enzymes
Used off-site

(Dashed lines represent off-site enzyme production process)
From an economic viewpoint, SSC has at least three advantages over the
traditional SmF method for enzyme production: (1) SSC uses much less water and energy
than the SmF method. Thus, the SSC method does not require expensive equipment to
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concentrate or freeze-dry the enzymes, while the SmF method does (also see Figure 2.2).
(2) There is almost no effluent from SSC; therefore much less pollution is generated from
SSC than SmF. (3) SSC generally results in higher volumetric productivity of enzymes
due to a high concentration of feedstock per unit volume within the fermentor. Thus it
results in lower unitary capital and operating costs compared to the traditional SmF
method (Durand et al., 1997; Kumar and Lonsane, 1987).
Technical Problems of SSC and Solutions
Although there are many potential advantages of SSC over the traditional SmF
method, there are also some technical problems currently limiting large-scale
implementation of SSC. A major problem of SSC is the difficulty in removing the heat
generated during microbial growth in a large-scale reactor. This can be more difficult in
SSC than in SmF because of the limited heat transfer through the solid substrate (Mitchell,
et al., 2003; Deschamps and Huet, 1984). If left uncontrolled, heat accumulation can
result in the cessation of mesophilic (moderate-temperature loving) microbial activity
therefore the cessation of enzyme production.
To overcome these technical problems, anaerobic, thermophilic (high-temperature)
bacteria, Clostridium thermocellum, replaces the common aerobic mesophilic (moderatetemperature) bacteria Trichoderma reesei in SSC fermentation in this thesis, based on the
laboratory experiments by Dr. Sue Nokes and Dr. Herbert Strobel of the University of
Kentucky. Heat removal is no longer necessary. No oxygen is required in the culture, and
water content control is not an issue in an anaerobic environment. Previous research
12

conducted by Dr. Sue Nokes and Dr. Herbert Strobel indicated that C. thermocellum can
be grown at high temperatures and these technical problems have been overcome. Thus,
large-scale enzyme production using the SSC method may become feasible.
Recent Related Research
In reviewing the literature, a few economic analysis articles were found that
compare plant-scale enzyme production using the SmF and SSC methods. In 1985,
Ghildyal et al. published an economic analysis that compared the SmF and SSC methods
for the production of amyloglucosidase at an annual production capacity of 9, 30, and 150
cubic meters of enzymes concentrate, respectively. Results indicated that profits using the
SSC method were two times more than the profits using the SmF method, for all three
capacities studied. In 2000, Castilho et al. reported an economic analysis that compared
lipase production by using the SmF and SSC methods on a scale of 100 cubic meters per
year. Results reported that the total capital investment required for the SmF process was
78% higher than required for the SSC process and that the unitary product cost of the
SmF process was three times greater than the SSC process.
The above literature supports the hypothesis that the SSC method is more
economical than the SmF method for enzyme production. However, there is no previous
economic evaluation that compares SSC and SmF cellulase production using the bacteria
C. thermocellum on a plant-scale level, especially in the context of ethanol production.

Copyright © Jun Zhuang 2004
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CHAPTER THREE
ENZYME PRODUCTION
The primary objective of this thesis is to assess the economics associated with
producing enzymes using two alternative methods -- the traditional submerged
fermentation (SmF) method and the solid state cultivation (SSC) method. The focus of
this thesis centers on the costs associated with enzyme production using these two
methods and chooses the process with the lower cost as the more economical.
To obtain cost data, two enzyme production frameworks were designed from an
economic viewpoint, based on the SmF and SSC methods discussed in the previous
chapter (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2), respectively. These frameworks include three parts that
will be discussed in this chapter: (1) an overview of the enzyme production process; (2)
flowsheets describing this overall process and general description of related equipment;
and (3) a more detailed description of procedural operations within each component of
this process. Enzyme production frameworks discussed in this chapter are simulated
using the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software (discussed in the next chapter), providing a
basis for subsequent economic analysis.
Enzyme Production Overview
The enzyme production component discussed in this thesis is a small but costly
part of the overall ethanol production process. The process to produce enzymes is
fermentation. Since the reactions of fermentations are complex and beyond the scope of
14

this thesis, the focus of this thesis will center on the growth of the C. thermocellum
bacteria, which consumes the feedstock cellulose and produce cellulase enzymes (see
Figure 2.1).
Fed with the feedstock cellulose (substrate), the C. thermocellum bacteria grows
(multiplies) very fast. Cellulase enzymes are produced and attach to the cell walls of the
C. thermocellum bacteria. A sketch of the growth of the C. thermocellum bacteria and
corresponding cellulase enzyme production is represented in the Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Sketch of cellulase enzyme production and bacteria growth

Feedstock
Cellulose
(Substrate)

C.T.

C.T.

C.T.

C.T.

C.T.

C.T.

: Cellulase enzymes produced by
the bacteria C. thermocellum and
attach to the cell walls
C.T.: abbreviation for the bacteria C.
thermocellum

C.T.

………………………………………………………………
Source: based on conversations with Dr. Herbert Strobel (2004).

Flowsheets and Equipment Overview
The traditional SmF enzyme production process requires downstream processes
including enzyme concentration and freeze-drying, while the SSC process does not (see
Figure 2.2). Since flowsheets are able to represent the biochemical engineering processes
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(Peters, Timmerhaus and West, 2003), this section provides flowsheets in Figures 3.2 and
3.3 to describe the overall enzyme production processes, followed by a general
description of related equipment, for the SmF and SSC processes, respectively.
Flowsheet for the SmF Process
In the SmF enzyme production process (see the flowsheet in Figure 3.2), the
initial preparation of the bacteria C. thermocellum is transferred from a freezer (-80°C)
into a sterilized shake flask (SFR-101) containing medium and cellulose. For the
economic analysis below, the freezer and sterilizing equipment are assumed economically
negligible since their size and therefore costs are small compared with other equipment
used in this enzyme production process.
The cultures are fermented in the shake flask (SFR-101) for the first time,
transferred to the seed fermentor #1 (SF-101) and fermented for the second time, supplied
by the medium and cellulose (substrate) prepared by medium blender #1(MB-101) and
the heat sterilizer #1 (HS-101). Then the cultures are transferred to seed fermentor #2
(SF-102) and fermented for the third time, supplied by the medium and cellulose
(substrate) prepared by medium blender #2(MB-102) and heat sterilizer #2 (HS-102).
Then the cultures are transferred to the liquid fermentor (LF-101) and fermented for the
fourth time, supplied by paper pulp (substrate, containing cellulose) previously stored in a
hopper (HP-101). Separate medium is charged into the liquid fermentor. Nitrogen sweeps
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Figure 3.2. The traditional SmF method for producing enzymes –Plant specification

are conducted in all vessels --shake flask, fermentors, and medium blenders to guarantee
an anaerobic environment. All emission gases from the shake flask and fermentors are
emitted into the air through a mixer (MX-101) and an air filter (AF-101). All the other
gases are emitted from medium blenders directly into the air.
The product from the liquid fermentor (LF-101) is the cellulase enzyme, together
with some residues and water. A concentrator (EV-101) is used to remove water, and the
freeze-dryer (FDR-101) is used to further remove water before the contents form the final
product--cellulase enzyme. The concentration and freeze-drying activities comprise build
the downstream process for the SmF method of enzyme production.
Flowsheet for the SSC Process
In the SSC process (see flowsheet in Figure 3.3), this process is largely the same
as the SmF process, except for two differences: (1) the paper pulp and medium are
sterilized in a sterilizing drum (SD-101), agitated and mixed with the culture transferred
from seed fermentor #2 (SF-102) and transferred to the main solid fermentor (SMF-101)
using a sterile conveyor (SC-101). The reason that the SSC process requires a sterilizing
drum is that stirring is impossible in solid fermentors, while possible for liquid. (2) The
final product--cellulase enzymes--produced from the solid SSC fermentor is assumed
ready to be used on-site, so that there is no requirement for downstream processes-concentration and freeze-drying --as with the SmF process.
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Figure 3.3. The SSC method for producing enzymes –Plant specification

Operation Specifications
The previous section provided an overview of enzyme production and a general
description of related equipment. Listed below is a detailed description of procedural
operations and activities for each piece of equipment. All the operations and activities,
with technical parameters such as fermentation temperatures and duration times, are
obtained from Chinn’s dissertation (2003) and conversations with Dr. Sue Nokes and Dr.
Herbert Strobel from the University of Kentucky. Operation specifications discussed
below will be simulated using SuperPro Designer 5.5 software and discussed in the next
chapter.
Operations for the SmF Process
Shake Flask (SFR-101): (1) Medium and cellulose are charged into a shake flask.
(2) A nitrogen sweep is conducted in this vessel to drive out oxygen and guarantee an
anaerobic environment. (3) This vessel is pressurized and heated (100°C) to sterilize all
cultures. (4) After cooling (60°C), the C. thermocellum bacteria is transferred from a
freezer (-80°C) into this shake flask. (5) This vessel is agitated and before fermentation
begins. (6) After 48 hours of fermentation (60°C), the entire culture is transferred to the
seed fermentor #1 and this shake flask is cleaned in place.
Medium Blender #1 (MB-101), Heat Sterilizer #1 (HS-101) and Seed
Fermentor #1 (ST-101): (1) A nitrogen sweep is conducted in medium blender #1. (2)
Medium and cellulose are charged and mixed in medium blender #1. (3) Medium and
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cellulose are transferred to the heat sterilizer #1 where they are sterilized. (4) Medium
blender #1 is cleaned in place. (5) The sterilized medium and cellulose are transferred to
seed fermentor #1 after a nitrogen sweep is conducted in seed fermentor #1. (6) The
previous culture from the shake flask is transferred into seed fermentor #1. (7) The entire
contents in seed fermentor #1 is agitated and heated to 60°C before fermentation begins.
(8) After 48 hours of fermentation (60°C), the entire culture is transferred to the seed
fermentor #1. (9) Seed fermentor #1 is cleaned in place.
Medium Blender #2 (MB-102), Heat Sterilizer #2 (HS-102) and Seed
Fermentor #2 (SF-102): Basically the procedural operations are the same as the above
“Medium Blender #1, Heat Sterilizer #1 and Seed Fermentor #1,” except for larger
equipment sizes.
Hopper (HP-101) and Liquid Fermentor (LF-101): (1) the paper pulp is
prepared in a hopper and transferred into the liquid fermentor. (2) Medium is charged into
liquid fermentor. (3) A nitrogen sweep is conducted in the liquid fermentor. (4) Medium
and paper pulp are sterilized by pressurization and heat in the liquid fermentor. (5) After
the liquid fermentor cools, the previous culture from seed fermentor #2 is transferred into
the liquid fermentor. (6) The entire contents in the liquid fermentor are agitated and
heated (60°C) before fermentation begins. (7) After four days of fermentation (60°C),
the entire culture is transferred to the concentrator and the liquid fermentor is cleaned in
place.
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Concentrator (EV-101) and Freeze Dryer (FDR-101): (1) the previous culture
from the liquid fermentor is transferred to the concentrator, where 90% of the water
evaporates. (2) The culture is then transferred into the freeze dryer, where it is freezedried into powders that are the final enzyme products. (3) The water vapor produced
from the concentrator and freeze dryer are collected and used as recycled cooling water.
Mixer (MX-101) and Air filter (AF-101): All emission gases from the shake
flask and fermentors are emitted into the air through a mixer and an air filter. All the other
gases are emitted from medium blenders directly into the air.
Operations for the SSC Process
The operations in the following equipment are exactly the same as those for the
SmF process: shake flask (SFR-101), medium blender #1 (MB-101) and #2 (MB-102),
Heat Sterilizer #1 (HS-101) and #2 (ST-102), seed fermentor #1 (SF-101) and #2 (SF102), mixer (MX-101) and air filter (AF-101). Different operations and activities occur in
the following equipment: hopper, sterilizing drum, sterile conveyor and solid fermentor.
Hopper (HP-101) and Sterilizing Drum (V-101): (1) the paper pulp is prepared
in a hopper and transferred into the sterilizing drum. (2) Medium is charged into the
sterilizing drum. (3) A nitrogen sweep is conducted in the sterilizing drum. (4) Medium
and paper pulp are sterilized by pressurization and heat in the sterilizing drum. (5) After
the sterilizing drum cools, the previous culture from the seed fermentor #2 is transferred
into the sterilizing drum. (6) The entire contents in the sterilizing drum is agitated and
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transferred to the sterile conveyor. (7) After the content is transferred, the sterilizing drum
is cleaned in place.
Sterile Conveyor (SC-101) and Solid fermentor (SMF-101): (1) the sterile
conveyor is used to convey the previous culture from the sterilizing drum to the solid
fermentor. (2) A nitrogen sweep is conducted in the solid fermentor. (3) The entire
contents in the solid fermentor are heated to 60°C before fermentation begins. (4) After
six days of fermentation (60°C), the entire culture is transferred as the final enzyme
product. (5) The solid fermentor is cleaned in place.
The operations specifications for enzyme production using the SmF and SSC
methods will be simulated by the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software and discussed in the
next chapter.

Copyright © Jun Zhuang 2004
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CHAPTER FOUR
SOFTWARE SIMULATION
Based on the information provided in the previous chapter, this chapter will
discuss the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software, which simulates the entire enzyme
production process (Intelligen, Inc, 2004). This chapter is divided into three sections:
simulation data input, simulation process, and simulation results. Enzyme production
simulation results stemming from this chapter provide a basis for the economic analysis
and sensitivity analysis discussed in subsequent chapters.
Simulation Data Input
Operation Modes
The software offers two operation modes for production simulations: batch mode
versus continuous mode. The characteristics describing these two modes are identified in
the corresponding dialog box shown in Figure 4.1.
Based on the information provided in the previous chapter, the operations for
enzyme production using traditional SmF and SSC methods are both set as “batch”
modes instead of “continuous” within the software simulation. Meanwhile, as shown in
the Figure 4.1, the annual operating time is set as 7,920 hours by default, which
corresponds to 330 working days per year ( 330 = 7,920 ÷ 24 ). However, the operating
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mode and the annual operating time can be changed at any time by using the “Task: Set
Mode of Operation” option from the main menu.
Figure 4.1. Dialog Box for selecting operation mode

Material Registration

Materials are divided into two groups--components and mixtures--in the software.
Mixtures are the mixed materials consisting of a list of ingredients (components). In
contrast, components are pure raw elements, for simulation purposes. All materials that
will be used in these computer simulations must be first specified within the software. In
this thesis, the mixtures used for enzyme production include air (component ingredients:
nitrogen and oxygen), cellulose powder (cellulose and other residues), paper pulp
(cellulose, hemicellulose, water and other residues) and medium (water, potassium
chloride, urea and yeast extract). Other components beyond the ones specified as
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ingredients of mixtures include the cellulase enzyme, C. thermocellum bacteria, and
fermentation end products (FEP).
Some of the mixtures and components are provided by the databank within the
SuperPro Designer 5.5 software, including air, water, nitrogen, oxygen, potassium

chloride and urea. For other mixtures (paper pulp, medium and cellulose) and other
components (cellulose, cellulose residues, paper pulp residues, hemicellulose, cellulase
enzyme, yeast extract and C. thermocellum bacteria), the user must create the relevant
mixtures and components at the beginning of the computer simulation process. Figure 4.2
gives an example dialog box for registering a new component (cellulose). Figure 4.3
gives an example dialog box for registering a new mixture (medium) and adjusting its
corresponding ingredients.
Figure 4.2. Example dialog box for registering new components
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Figure 4.3. Example Dialog Box for adjusting the composition of a new
mixture--Medium

For economic purposes, mass composition and purchase prices for the ingredients
are required to be registered with their corresponding mixtures (medium, air, paper pulp
and cellulose), before simulations begin. These data are specified in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Density, mass composition and purchase prices for mixtures
Mixture Ingredients
Density
Mass
Purchase
(g/L) composition
prices
(%)
($/kg)
Medium Yeast Extract
4a
0.39
0.2200b
Potassium Chloride
25 a
2.43
0.1050b
a
Urea
1
0.10
0.2100b
Water
1000 a
97.08 0.00024c
Total
1030
100.00 0.003852d

Air

Paper
Pulp

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Total Air

76.71
23.29
100.00

0.00

Water
Cellulose
Hemicellulose
Paper Pulp Residues
Total

12.00
54.56
12.32
21.12
100.00

0.00e

Cellulose Cellulose
100.00*
Powder
0.00
Cellulose Powder Residues
Total
100.00
0.00f
Source a: simplified from Chinn 2003;
b: from Kaylen et al., 2000;
c: from the Aden et al., 2002;
d: calculated from above ingredients;
e: zero because it is industry waste, transportation cost negligible at this
time;
f: cost information not available yet;
*Assume the cellulose powder is 100% of cellulose at this time.

Building Simulation Flowsheets

Based on the flowsheets for enzyme production provided in chapter three (see
Figures 3.2 and 3.3), this section will discuss how to realize these flowsheets using the
SuperPro Designer 5.5 software. The first step in building a simulation flowsheet is to

add equipment (procedures). For enzyme production using the SmF method (see Figure
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3.2), the required equipment includes the following: shake flask, seed fermentor #1 and
#2, heat sterilizer #1 and #2, medium blender #1 and #2, liquid fermentor, hopper, mixer,
concentrator, freeze-dryer, and air filter. For enzyme production using the SSC method
(see Figure 3.3), the required equipment includes the following: shake flask, seed
fermentor #1 and #2, heat sterilizer #1 and #2, medium blender #1 and #2, hopper,
sterilizing drum, sterile conveyor, solid fermentor, mixer and air filter.
The second step in building a simulation flowsheet is to add material streams,
which represent inputs, intermediate products and outputs throughout the enzyme
production process. Three kinds of steams--feed streams (inputs), intermediate streams
and product streams (outputs), are used in this computer simulation. Connecting an
unoccupied area with an inlet port of destination equipment creates feed streams.
Connecting an outlet port of source equipment with an inlet port of destination equipment
creates intermediate streams. Connecting an outlet port of source equipment with an
unoccupied area creates product streams. The information on the streams contained in the
Table 4.2 corresponds directly to the flowsheets in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, for enzyme
production process using the SmF and SSC methods.
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Table 4.2. Stream specifications in the SmF and SSC processes

SmF
SSC
Stream Name
Source Destination
Stream Name
Source Destination
C.T.
INPUT* SFR-101
C.T.
INPUT
SFR-101
Medium0
INPUT SFR-101
Medium0
INPUT
SFR-101
Sugar0
INPUT SFR-101
Sugar0
INPUT
SFR-101
S-108
SFR-101 MX-101
S-108
SFR-101 MX-101
S-106
SFR-101 SF-101
S-106
SFR-101 SF-101
S-109
SF-101 MX-101
S-109
SF-101
MX-101
S-118
SF-102 MX-101
S-118
SF-102
MX-101
S-102
LF-101 MX-101
S-102
LF-101
MX-101
S-126
MX-101 AF-101
S-126
MX-101 AF-101
Waste Gas
AF-101 OUTPUT** Waste Gas
AF-101 OUTPUT
Medium1
INPUT MB-101
Medium1
INPUT
MB-101
Sugar1
INPUT MB-101
Sugar1
INPUT
MB-101
Waste01
MB-101 OUTPUT
Waste01
MB-101 OUTPUT
S-119
MB-101 HS-101
S-119
MB-101 HS-101
S-104
HS-101 SF-101
S-104
HS-101 SF-101
S-110
SF-101 SF-102
S-110
SF-101
SF-102
Medium2
INPUT MB-102
Medium2
INPUT
MB-102
Sugar2
INPUT MB-102
Sugar2
INPUT
MB-102
Waste02
MB-102 OUTPUT
Waste02
MB-102 OUTPUT
S-115
MB-102 HS-102
S-115
MB-102 HS-102
S-124
HS-102 SF-102
S-124
HS-102 SF-102
S-101
SF-102 LF-101
S-101
SF-102
LF-101
Paper Pulp
INPUT HP-101
Paper Pulp
INPUT
HP-101
S-105
HP-101 LF-101
S-102
HP-101 SD-101
Medium3
INPUT LF-101
Medium3
INPUT
SD-101
S-103
LF-101 EV-101
Waste03
SD-101 OUTPUT
Water01
EV-101 OUTPUT
S-113
SD-101 SC-101
S-107
EV-101 FD-101
S-104
SC-101
SMF-101
Water02
FD-101 OUTPUT
Enzyme Product SMF-101 OUTPUT
Enzyme Product FD-101 OUTPUT
Note:
*INPUT in the source column implies this stream is a feed stream;
**OUTPUT in the destination column implies the stream is a product stream;
Otherwise, the remaining streams are intermediate stream;
Source: Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in this thesis.
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Procedural Operations

After discussing the registration of components/mixtures and building flowsheets,
this section will discuss the initialization of procedural operations by taking the
equipment “shake flask” (SFR-101) as an example. This equipment corresponds to the

first equipment item used for enzyme production in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The detailed
procedural operations for each equipment are listed in Appendix C and D.
Adding Operations to Equipment (Procedures): Within the SuperPro Designer
5.5 software, the first step toward initialization of the equipment shake flask is to add

corresponding operations. This can be done by either (1) double –clicking an equipment
icon or (2) right clicking on the equipment icon and selecting “Add: Remove
Operations.” Either action will bring up a dialog box such as the one shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4. Dialog box of adding operations to equipment (Shake Flask)
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According to the detailed operations associated with shake flask discussed in
chapter three, in the Figure 4.4 12 procedural operations are selected from the left
“Available Operations” column and specified in the right column. The next step is to
initialize all 12 operations that have been added to the equipment shake flask. Two
operations out of the 12-- “Charge-1-Medium” and “Ferment-1”-- are given as
examples to illustrate the process to initialize operations. These two examples are

chosen because the first one is the typical operation dealing with a feed stream (inputs)
and the second one is one of the key operations for enzyme production--fermentation.
Figure 4.5. Menu of initializing operations for equipment (shake flask)
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Figure 4.6. Dialog box for charging of medium into equipment (shake flask)

After selecting “Operation Data: CHARGE-1-Medium” from the menu as shown
in the Figure 4.5, the dialog box will come up and is shown in Figure 4.6. The dialog box
shown in Figure 4.6 allows the user to specify the operating conditions, emission data,
labor, description and scheduling, etc. for the operation “CHARGE-1-Medium.” To
initialize the Operating Conditions tab for the first charge operation in this example, the
source of the material must be specified in the software. To do this, use the “drop-down”
menu (see dashed lines in Figure 4.6) to select the feed stream that is named “Medium0”
(see streams information in the Table 4.1. discussed in the previous section). Click on the
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“Composition” button to access the stream data information for this feed stream (see
Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7. Dialog box for the stream “Medium0”

To add medium to the stream “Medium0,” double-click its name in the Registered
Ingredients list on the left side of the above figure. For example, the amount 1.25
kilograms (kg) per batch in the “Total Flowrates” category can be specified as a starting
point.
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After specifying the charge amount of mixture medium, click “OK” to return to
the dialog box for the “Charge-1 Medium” (see Figure 4.6). Equipment setup time is set
as 5 minutes by default. Equipment processing time is automatically calculated and
equals 0.12 minutes based on a flowrate 600 kilograms per hour (kg/h) by default. There
are several other tabs for the dialog box, including “Volumes,” “Emissions,” “Labor, etc,”
“Description” and “Scheduling.” These tabs are all self-explanatory and worth visiting to
adjust default parameters if necessary, before software simulations begin.
For the second example, the “Ferment-1” operation as shown in the Figure 4.8,
the key here is to specify the mass transfer coefficients to describe the input-output mass
balance in fermentations, as shown in the dashed area of Figure 4.8. Once the mass
balance equation describing fermentation is achieved in the next section (see equation 4.1
in the next section), the coefficients for each components involved can be entered in the
dialog box such as Figure 4.8. Sensitivity analysis can be easily done to see the influence
of the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients on the final product unit costs, etc, by
changing the coefficients in the dialog box shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Reaction tab in the “Ferment Operation”

Input Data and the Mass Balance Table

Five groups of input data are of interest in this thesis: (1) properties of
components and mixtures and their corresponding economic data; (2) feed stream data; (3)
equipment cost data; (4) data for economic parameters such as project life and discount
rate; and (5) data for other technical parameters, including setup time, processing time,
temperatures, flowrates, among others. The first group of data has been discussed in the
previous sections in this chapter. The third and fourth group of data will be discussed in
the next chapter--economic analysis. The fifth group of data is either obtained from the
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procedural operation descriptions discussed in previous chapters or obtained directly
from the default values in the software. This section discusses how to obtain the second
group of data--feed stream data, and culminate with Table 4.3, which presents the
material input-output balance through enzyme production process.
From an economic viewpoint, the input for the fermentation or bacteria growth is
the feedstock cellulose (The feedstock cellulose for fermentor comes from paper pulp, a
feed stream in the Figures 3.2 and 3.3, while the feedstock cellulose for shake flask and
seed fermentor #1 and #2 comes from cellulose powder streams, named “Sugar0,”
“Sugar1” and “Sugar2,” respectively, shown in the Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The environment
for the fermentation is the medium (The feed streams of medium for the shake flask, seed
fermentor #1 and #2, fermentor are named “Medium0,” “Medium1,” “Medium2,”
“Medium3,” respectively, shown in the Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The output for the
fermentation is new bacteria, enzymes, and other fermentation end products (FEP). Thus,
for economic analysis purposes, a simple mass-balance equation instead of complex
equations is used to describe the enzyme production process (Raimbault, 1998), specified
below.
As a starting point, the cellulase enzyme production scale from the main
fermentor is assumed to be 10,000 kilograms (kg) per batch. Zhang and Lynd (2003)

reported that the cellulase enzyme represented 20% of the C. thermocellum bacteria mass,
which implies 50,000 kg of by-product bacteria ( 50,000 = 10,000 ÷ 20% ) will be
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produced. Based on information obtained from microbiologist Dr. Herbert Strobel (2004),
the cellulose-bacteria mass transfer coefficient is assumed to be 10:1, which implies in
order to get 50,000 kg of bacteria, 500,000 kg of cellulose must be consumed. Thus, for
every 500,000 kg of cellulose consumed, the final product will be 50,000 kg of new C.
thermocellum bacteria, 10,000 kg of cellulase enzymes and 440,000 kg of fermentation

end products (FEP). Equation 4.1 represents this simplified fermentation process and
provides a basis for economic analysis in this thesis.
(4.1) Cellulose Æ New Bacteria + Cellulase Enzyme + FEP
(500,000 kg)

(50,000 kg)

(10,000 kg)

(440,000 kg)

This thesis assumes the reaction efficiency is 100% (the efficiency level can be
changed at any time under the “Reaction” tab in Figure 4.8). In order to obtain 10,000 kg
of cellulase enzyme, 500,000 kg of cellulose must be provided. In order to obtain 500,000
kg of cellulose, 500,000 kg of cellulose powder (assuming 100% purity at this time) or
914,622 kg of paper pulp ( 914,622 ≈ 50,000 ÷ 0.5456 , considering the mass composition
of cellulose in paper pulp is 0.5456. Source: Nokes, 2004) are required as a feedstock for
the solid fermentor.
Based on the information discussed above, medium (the environment for the
fermentation) needed are calculated below for the SmF and SSC processes, respectively.
(1) For the SmF process, to match this amount of cellulose (500,000 kg), according to
Wooley et al. (1999), the initial cellulose concentration is assumed to be 4%. So the
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medium required for the SmF process is calculated and equals 12,500,000 kg
( 12,500,000 = 500,000 ÷ 4% ). (2) For the SSC process, to match this amount of paper
pulp (914,622 kg), according to Chinn’s dissertation (2003), the moisture content is
assumed to be 70%. So the medium required for the SSC process is calculated and equals
2,134,118 kg ( 2,134,118 ≈ 914,622 × 70% ÷ (1 − 70%) ).
Bacteria reproduces quickly. Based on information obtained from microbiologist
Dr. Herbert Strobel, it is assumed that the bacteria multiply 100 fold in a shake flask, seed
fermentors and fermentors, for the SmF and SSC processes, respectively. The bacteria
produced in the previous vessel is the feed for the next vessel. The data for the cellulose,
medium, bacteria and cellulase enzymes discussed above are scaled down from the liquid
fermentor to seed fermentor #2, from seed fermentor #2 to seed fermentor #1, and from
seed fermentor #1 to shake flask, by a factor 0.01, respectively. The data discussed above
regarding the mass balance in the vessels in the SmF and SSC processes are represented
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Mass balance in the vessels in the SmF and SSC processes (kg)

Shake
Flask
Input

C.T.
Cellulose
Paper Pulp
Medium
Output Cellulase
Enzyme
C.T.
FEP

0.0005
0.5000
N/A
12.5000
0.0100
0.0500
0.4400

Seed
Seed
(SmF)
(SSC)
Fermentor Fermentor
Liquid
Solid
#1
#2
Fermentor Fermentor
0.05
5
500
500
50.00
5,000.0
500,000* 500,000*
N/A
N/A
916,422
916,422
1,250.00 125,000.0 12,500,000 2,134,118
1.00
5.00
44.00
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100.0
500.0
4,400.0

10,000
50,000
440,000

10,000
50,000
440,000

*contained in the paper pulp, not from cellulose powder.
Note: (1) C.T. = C. thermocellum bacteria; FEP = fermentation end product
(2) Output of C.T. from previous vessel (e.g., shake flask) is the input of the C.T.
for the next vessel (e.g., seed fermentor #1);
(3) All the data are based on a starting-point production rate: 10,000 kg of
cellulase enzyme per batch from main fermentor;
(4) Reaction efficiency is assumed to be 100%;
This above section, together with the Appendix C and D, provide all the input for
the simulation software, which will be used in the next section.
Simulation Process

All the data specified in the previous sections provide a starting point for enzyme
production simulation. Given simulation inputs specified in the previous sections, the
SuperPro Designer 5.5 software is capable of conducting this simulation by using the

“Tasks: Solve M&E Balance” option from the main menu. This will cause the program to
calculate the mass and energy balances for the entire flowsheet, estimate the equipment
sizes, and model the equipment scheduling.
However, for economic analysis purposes (e.g., sensitivity analysis), it is of
interest to increase or decrease the annual outputs to determine the influence of the
production scale on the product unit costs, for example. In order to do that, the SuperPro
Designer 5.5 software offers the option to change all the stream flowrates and equipment

sizes in one step by selecting the “Tasks: Adjust Throughput” option from the main menu
(Figure 4.9).
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In the dialog box shown in Figure 4.9, scale up (or down) could be realized based
on either a factor or target output (per batch or per year). By choosing the scale up (or
down) criteria and clicking “OK” in the dialog box in Figure 4.9, the software will
simulate the new enzyme production process by solving new mass and energy balances
for the entire flowsheet, estimating the new equipment sizes and remodel the equipment
scheduling.
Figure 4.9. Dialog box for “Process Throughput Adjustment”

Simulation Results

After simulating enzyme production discussed in the previous chapters,
simulation outputs--charts, reports and executive summary--are provided by the SuperPro
Designer 5.5 software. These outputs could be reached by the “drop-down” menus

“View” and “Reports” from the main menu. Output charts include equipment occupancy
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chart, resource consumption tracking chart, resource inventory chart, and throughput
analysis charts. Output reports include streams and material balance report, economic
evaluation report, cash flow analysis report, itemized cost report, throughput analysis
report, environmental impact report, emissions report, equipment report, and input data
report. Output charts provide detailed visualized information about the simulated enzyme
production process, while output reports provide more quantitative information.
For economic purposes, the most important output is the “executive summary,” a
sample of which is shown in Figure 4.10. The output information from the executive
summary and some reports provide the data necessary for the economic analysis and
sensitivity analysis discussed in the next chapter.
Figure 4.10. Window for “Executive summary”

Copyright © Jun Zhuang 2004
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CHAPTER FIVE
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Enzyme production simulations discussed in the previous chapters has been
incorporated into a user-friendly adaptable computer model as a basis for economic
analysis. Economic analyses are conducted in this chapter to examine: (1) the unit costs
to produce enzymes using the traditional submerged fermentation (SmF) method and the
solid state cultivation (SSC) method, as measured by dollars per kilogram ($/kg); and (2)
the profitability of the experimental enzyme production plant using the SSC method, as
measured by three profitability indicators: payback period, net present value and internal
rate of return.
These two objectives are realized by identifying equipment costs and economic
parameters used as input into the simulation software. Economic items (such as direct
fixed capital costs, operating costs and annual net cash flows) are calculated based on
these inputs. For objective one, unit costs are specified by the software simulation output.
This allows unit costs comparison between the two methods without considering the
revenues associated with the sales of the final enzyme products. For objective two, three
profitability indicators--payback period, net present value and internal rate of return--are
calculated, using the data for both enzyme production costs and sale revenues. Economic
models discussed in this chapter provide a basis for the sensitivity analysis that will be
conducted in the next chapter.
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Data Sources

In order to conduct economic analysis, input data must be specified. As discussed
in the previous chapter, five groups of input data are of interest in this thesis: (1)
properties of components and mixtures and their corresponding economic data; (2) feed
stream data; (3) equipment cost data; (4) data for economic parameters such as project
life and discount rates; and (5) data for other technical parameters, including setup time,
processing time, temperatures, flowrates, among others. The first and second groups of
data have been discussed in the previous chapter. The fifth group of data is either
obtained from the procedural operation descriptions discussed in previous chapters or
obtained directly from the default values in the simulation software. This section will
focus on the third and fourth groups of data: equipment costs and economic parameters.
Estimation of Equipment Costs

Assuming new equipment is similar to a base item where cost data ( C 0 ) is
available, SuperPro Designer 5.5 software predicts equipment purchase costs (EPC) by
using a power relationship for equipment capacities. Equation 5.1 explains the equipment
cost estimation process, where Q and Qo are the new and base equipment capacities,
respectively, and a is the exponent of the power law function given by the software or
specified by the user. By default, this exponent is set as 0.6 for estimating new equipment
cost (Peters, Timmerhaus and West, 2003).
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(5.1) EPC = C 0 (

Q a
)
Q0

Within the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software, in order to estimate equipment costs
based on its capacity ( Q ), the user can either choose a “built-in model,” where data are
provided by the software, or choose a “User defined-model,” where base equipment data
( C 0 , Qo and a) must be entered into the software by the user.
Consider an example the liquid fermentor (LF-101) in the SmF process, the
equipment is estimated 937.71 cubic meters after the software simulation, shown in
Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 The equipment data dialog box
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In order to specify the equipment purchase price (EPC), clicking “Purchase Cost”
in the dialog box Figure 5.1 leads to the dialog box shown in Figure 5.2. The following
section will discuss the realization of “User-defined model” to estimate equipment costs.
Figure 5.2 The equipment cost estimation dialog box

By choosing the “User-defined model” in Figure 5.2 and clicking on the
“Parameters” button, Figure 5.3 will come up. A liquid fermentor, with a capacity of 1000
cubic meters, was quoted with a price of $179,952 (1998 price, source: Wooley et al.,
1999). A “User-defined model” is defined for the liquid fermentor by inputting the above
information into the software as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 The user-defined model for equipment cost estimation

By clicking “OK” in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and rerunning the software simulation,
the cost estimation for the liquid fermentor equipment is calculated and equals $204,942
(2004 price). All equipment cost estimations, together with their sizes and base
equipment sources, are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for enzyme production using the SmF
and SSC methods, respectively. The simulation software, based on the enzyme
production starting-point scale, as discussed in chapter four, calculates equipment
capacities automatically. All other technical parameters are assigned corresponding
default values within the software. As new and more precise data become available in the
future, this information can be entered into the software to obtain more precise results.
Furthermore, sensitivity analysis will be conducted in the next chapter.
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Table 5.1. Specification and costs of the major equipment required for the SmF process (Year 2004 prices)
Baseline Equipment Data
Unit Costs
Total Costs
Name
Size
Size Reference*
($)
Units
($)
Source
Name
Size Price ($) Year
Seed Fermentor #1
1.56
m3
4,000
1
4,000
(b)
F400 1,000 179,952 1998
Seed Fermentor #2
156.07
m3
70,000
1
70,000
(b)
F400 1,000 179,952 1998
Media Blender #1
1.36
m3
14,000
1
14,000
(b)
T405 23.66 64,600 1997
Media Blender #2
135.57
m3
220,000
1 220,000
(b)
T405 23.66 64,600 1997
Heat Sterilizer #1
1.22
L/h
6,000
1
6,000
(e) Heat Sterilizer 122.01 100,000 2004
Heat Sterilizer #2
122.01
L/h
100,000
1 100,000
(e) Heat Sterilizer 122.01 100,000 2004
Hopper
5.99
m3
9,000
1
9,000 (b),(e)
C101
8,000 1999
Air Filter
10.94
L/h
5,000
1
5,000
(d)
Liquid Fermentor
937.71
m3
205,000 15 3,075,000
(b)
F400 1,000 179,952 1998
Concentrator
2,274
m2
270,000
1 270,000
(b)
H517
823 121,576 1996
Freeze Dryer
5,654,275.28
kg
147,000
1 147,000 (b),(e)
H517
823 121,576 1996
All Listed Equipment
3,918,000
Unlisted Equipment (0.25×All Listed Equipment)
980,000
Total
$4,898,000
a: Castilho et al., 2000; b: Wooley et al., 1999; c: Aden et al., 2002; d: Built-in model from SuperPro Designer 5.5;
e: Cost data is obtained from similar, but not exactly the same equipment, better data sources are recommended for future
research;
f: Cost is set at zero because it is not yet available; once available, it can be entered into the software and rerun;
*Size Reference: L=Liter; m=meter; m2=square meter; m3=cubic meter; kg=kilogram; h=hour;
**Costs for equipment “shake flask” and “mixer” are negligible as discussed in chapter three.

Table 5.2. Specification and costs of the major equipment required for the SSC process (Year 2004 prices)
Baseline Equipment Data
Unit Costs
Total Costs
Name
Size Size Reference*
($)
Units
($)
Source
Name
Size Price ($) Year
Seed Fermentor #1
1.56
m3
4,000
1
4,000
(b)
F400 1,000 179,952 1998
Seed Fermentor #2 156.07
m3
70,000
1
70,000
(b)
F400 1,000 179,952 1998
Media Blender #1
1.36
m3
14,000
1
14,000
(b)
T405 23.66 64,600 1997
Media Blender #2
135.57
m3
220,000
1 220,000
(b)
T405 23.66 64,600 1997
Heat Sterilizer #1
1.22
L/h
6,000
1
6,000
(e) Heat Sterilizer 122.01 100,000 2004
Heat Sterilizer #2
122.01
L/h
100,000
1 100,000
(e) Heat Sterilizer 122.01 100,000 2004
Hopper
5.99
m3
9,000
1
9,000 (b),(e)
C101
8,000 1999
Air Filter
10.94
L/h
5,000
1
5,000
(d)
Solid Fermentor
2,741
m3
2,194,000
1 2,194,000
(a) SSF fermentor 35.41 138,800 2000
Sterilizing Drum
2,741
m3
157,000
1 157,000
(b)
T505
50 11,900 1999
Sterile Conveyor
15.00
m
71,000
1
71,000 (c),(e)
C104
60,000 2000
All Listed Equipment
2,850,000
Unlisted Equipment (0.25×All Listed Equipment)
712,000
Total
$3,562,000
a: Castilho et al., 2000; b: Wooley et al., 1999; c: Aden et al., 2002; d: Built-in model from SuperPro Designer 5.5;
e: Cost data is obtained from similar, but not exactly the same equipment, better data sources are recommended for future
research;
f: Cost is set at zero because it is not yet available; once available, it can be entered into the software and rerun;
*Size Reference: L=Liter; m=meter; m2=square meter; m3=cubic meter; kg=kilogram; h=hour;
**Costs for equipment “shake flask” and “mixer” are negligible as discussed in chapter three.

Economic Parameters
Three groups of economic parameters must be specified: (1) economic
parameters for the entire project (see Figure 5.4); (2) capital cost parameters (see
Figure 5.5) and (3) operating cost parameters (see Figure 5.6). The following
sections discuss examples of the processes to be used to specify these three groups of
parameters. All economic parameters are chosen by the default data within the
software and all related economic terminology are listed in Appendix B.
Economic parameters for the entire project: The specification process is

realized by choosing the “Edit: Flowsheet optionsÆ Economic Evaluation
Parameters” from the main menu in the simulation software. The dialog box for the
“Time Valuation” tab is shown in Figure 5.4. In this thesis, all parameter values are
specified by their default values within the simulation software.
Figure 5.4 Dialog box: economic parameters for entire project
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Capital cost parameters: The specification process is realized by choosing

the “Edit: Flowsheet optionsÆ Section: Main sectionÆCapital Investment” from the
main menu in the simulation software. The dialog box for the “DFC” tab is shown in
Figure 5.5. In this thesis, all parameter values are specified by their default values
within the simulation software.
Figure 5.5 Dialog box: economic parameters for capital investment

Operating cost parameters: The specification process is done by choosing

the “Edit: Flowsheet optionsÆ Section: Main sectionÆOperating cost” from the
main menu in the simulation software. The dialog box for the “Facility” tab is shown
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in Figure 5.6. In this thesis, all parameter values are specified by their default values
within the simulation software.
Figure 5.6 Dialog box: economic parameters for operating costs

Unit Cost Analysis

This following section discusses the detailed process used to calculate the
unit costs for the enzyme production simulation. In order to calculate unit costs,
direct fixed capital (DFC) and operating costs must be calculated.
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Direct Fixed Capital Cost Calculation
The direct fixed capital costs calculation is the basis for further economic
analyses such as the operating cost analysis (used to determine the unit costs for
objective one in this thesis) and cash flow analysis (used to determine the
profitability for objective two). Based on the specification of major equipment costs
shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, direct fixed capital (DFC) costs are estimated in Table
5.3. Equation 5.2 is used to calculate the DFC costs, which consist of direct costs
(DC), indirect costs (IC) and other costs (OC). See definitions of economic terms
used in this chapter in Appendix B.
(5.2) DFC = DC + IC + OC
Direct Costs: direct costs include purchase costs, installation costs, piping,

instrumentation, insulation, electrical facilities, buildings costs, yard improvements
and auxiliary facilities. Purchase costs are the sum of the equipment costs, including
unlisted equipment used for enzyme production. Unlisted equipment costs are
estimated as 25% of equipment costs by default. Installation costs are the sum of
costs related to installation of all listed and unlisted equipment. The factor method
within the software was used in the estimation of the costs for piping,
instrumentation, insulation, electrical facilities, buildings, yard improvements and
auxiliary facilities based on purchase costs (PC). Similar factors are used in the
estimation of operating costs, etc. All factors used are listed in Table 5.4.
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Indirect Costs and Other Costs: Indirect costs consist of engineering costs

and construction costs. The factors 0.25 and 0.35 are used by default to estimate
these two costs respectively, based on direct costs (see Table 5.4). Other costs consist
of contractor’s fees and contingency costs. Factor 0.05 and 0.10 are used by default
to estimate these two costs respectively, based on the sum of direct costs and indirect
costs (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.3. Direct fixed capital costs estimates for enzyme production using the
SmF and SSC methods (2004 price in $)
Item
SmF
SSC
Direct Costs (DC):
Equipment Purchase Costs*
$4,898,000 $3,562,000
Installation
1,453,000
1,708,000
Process Piping
1,714,000
1,247,000
Instrumentation
1,959,000
1,425,000
Insulation
147,000
107,000
Electrical
490,000
356,000
Buildings
2,204,000
1,603,000
Yard Improvement
735,000
534,000
Auxiliary Facilities
1,959,000
1,425,000
Total Direct Costs (DC)
15,558,000 11,968,000

Indirect Costs (IC):
Engineering
Construction
Total Indirect Costs (IC)

$3,890,000
5,445,000
9,335,000

$2,992,000
4,189,000
7,181,000

Other Costs (OC):
Contractor's Fee
Contingency
Total Other Costs (OC)

$1,245,000
2,489,000
3,734,000

$957,000
1,915,000
2,872,000

Total Direct Fixed Capital (DFC) Costs
$28,627,000 $22,021,000
Source: *Data from Tables 5.1 and 5.2;
Economic parameters are the default numbers in the software.
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Table 5.4. Factors in estimation new items based on old items for both the SmF
and SSC processes
Estimated Items
Factors
Base Items

Piping
Instrumentation
Insulation
Electrical
Buildings
Yard Improvement
Auxiliary Facilities

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
Unlisted Purchase Costs (UPC)
=
Unlisted Installation Costs (UIC) =

0.35
0.40
0.03
0.10
0.45
0.15
0.40

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
0.20 ×
0.50 ×

Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)
Purchase Costs (PC)

Maintenance (MAI)
Insurance (INS)
Local Taxes (LT)
Factory Expenses (FE)

0.06
0.01
0.02
0.05

Direct Fixed Capital (DFC) Costs
Direct Fixed Capital (DFC) Costs
Direct Fixed Capital (DFC) Costs
Direct Fixed Capital (DFC) Costs

=
=
=
=

×
×
×
×

Purchase Costs (PC)
Unlisted Purchase Costs (UPC)

Laboratory/QC/QA
=
0.15 × Total Labor Costs (TLC)
Source: Default values in the software SuperPro Designer 5.5.
QC=Quality Control; QA=Quality Analysis

Operating Cost Calculation
Operating costs are calculated and equal the sum of the following items as
specified within the software: (1) Raw materials; (2) Labor-Dependent; (3) FacilityDependent; (4) Laboratory/QC/QA (QC=Quality Control; QA=Quality Analysis); (5)
Utilities; and (6) Miscellaneous. Once all six parts are calculated, then operating
costs can be derived.
Raw materials: six different raw materials are examined in the enzyme

production process in this thesis, for economic purposes: paper pulp, cellulose,
medium, C. thermocellum bacteria, nitrogen and water. Itemized raw material costs
are summarized and listed in Table 5.5 for both the SmF and SSC methods. From
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Table 5.5 we see that the SmF method require much more water and medium than
the SSC method, which results in greater costs for the SmF method of enzyme
production.
Utilities: four different utilities are examined in the enzyme production

process in this thesis for economic purposes: electricity, heating steam, cooling water,
and chilled water. Itemized utility costs are summarized and listed in Table 5.6 for
both the SmF and SSC methods. From the Table 5.6, the SmF method requires much
more cooling water and electricity than the SSC method, which again results in
higher costs for the SmF method.
Labor-Dependent: the total labor cost (TLC) is calculated as the sum of the

labor demand per type (LDT) multiplied by the labor rate per type (LRT). That is:
(5.3) TLC = ∑ LDT × LRT
In the simulation software, the default single labor rate is set as $69.00 per
hour. The total labor hours required is calculated and equals 40,195 and 30,672 hours
annually for the SmF and SSC methods, respectively. So the total annual labor cost
is $2,773,000 ( $2,773,000 ≈ $69 / hour × 40,195 hours ) and $2,116,000
( $2,116,000 ≈ $69 / hour × 30,672 hours ) for the SmF and SSC methods,
respectively.
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Table 5.5. Raw material costs for enzyme production using the SmF and SSC methods

Raw Material
Paper Pulp

Unit Cost
($/kg)
0.000000a

SmF
Annual Amount Annual Cost
(kg)
($)
0

SSC
Annual Amount Annual Cost
(kg)
($)

%

0.00

47,653,959

0

Cellulose
0.000000
378,751
0
0.00
a
Medium
0.003852
946,973,003
3,648,000 97.20
0
0
0.00
C. thermocellum 0.000000b
c
Nitrogen
0.005000
365,226
2,000
0.05
Water
0.000233a
442,807,794
103,000
2.75
Total
$3,753,000 100%
Source: a: From Table 4.1; b: negligible; c: From SuperPro 5.5 Databank.

262,626
117,758,290
0
3,093
19,006,179

0
0.00
454,000 99.03
0
0.00
0
0.00
4,000
0.97
$458,000 100%

a

68,731,738

%

0.00

Table 5.6. Utility costs for enzyme production using the SmF and SSC methods
SmF
SSC
Unit Cost Annual Amount Annual Cost
%
Annual Amount Annual Cost
%
Utility
($/unit)
(unit)
($)
(unit)
($)
Electricity (kwh)
0.042 a
342,937,465 14,403,374 85.19
2,801,716
117,672 71.92
Steam (kg)
0.0012a
1,524,952,912
1,829,943 10.82
31,207,365
37,449 22.89
a
Cooling Water (kg)
0.0001
5,801,250,036
580,125
3.43
81,279,300
8,128
4.97
Chilled Water (kg)
0.0004a
233,378,224
93,351
0.55
1,796,161
718
0.44
Total
$16,906,677 100%
$163,615 100%
Source: a: From Aden et al., 2002;
Unit reference: kwh=kilowatt hour; kg=kilogram.

Facility-Dependent: the facility-dependent costs (FDC) accounts for

depreciation (DEP) of direct fixed capital (DFC) costs, equipment maintenance (MAI),
insurance (INS), local taxes (LT), and the possibly other overhead-type of factory
expenses (FE). Equation 5.4 is used to calculate the FDC.
(5.4) FDC = DEP + MAI + INS + LT + FE
The depreciation (DEP) item is calculated using a straight-line depreciation
method, considering a salvage value fraction (f) of the direct fixed capital (DFC), which
is assumed 5% in this analysis by default. The depreciation period (n) is set to ten years
by default. Equation 5.5 is used to calculate depreciation:
(5.5) DEP =

DFC × (1 − f )
n

The factor method is used in the estimation of the equipment maintenance (MAI),
insurance (INS), local taxes (LT), and other overhead-type of factory expenses (FE)
respectively, based on the direct fixed capital (DFC). See the Table 5.4 for a detailed list
of factors (the factors are all default values in the software).
Laboratory/QC/QA: this accounts for the costs of off-line analysis and quality

control costs. In this thesis, it is estimated by default as 15% of total labor costs. See the
Table 5.4 for a detailed list of factors.
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Miscellaneous: miscellaneous operating costs include research and development

costs, process validation expenses and others, which are estimated as all zero for both the
SmF and SSC methods by default in this thesis.
Once the above six cost components are calculated, then total operating costs are
derived and listed in Table 5.7. The annual operating cost for enzyme production is
$8,231,000 for the SSC method and $30,576,000 for the SmF method. The shares of

the operating costs (bold numbers) will be used to calculate the shares of the unit costs,
discussed in next section.
Table 5.7. Annual operating costs (Year 2004 prices) for both the SmF and SSC
enzyme production methods
SmF
SSC
$
Cost Item
$
%
%
Raw Materials
3,753,000 12.27
458,000
5.57
Labor-Dependent
2,773,000
9.07 2,116,000 25.71
Facility-Dependent
6,727,000 22.00 5,175,000 62.87
Laboratory/QC/QA
416,000
317,000
1.36
3.86
Utilities
16,907,000 55.30
164,000
1.99
Miscellaneous
0
0
0.00
0.00
TOTAL
$30,576,000 100% $8,037,000 100%
Source: software SuperPro Designer 5.5 simulation output.

Unit Cost Analysis
The unit costs for each method of cellulase enzyme production are calculated as
the quotient of the annual operating cost divided by the annual enzyme production rate.
The enzyme production rate is the product of the output per batch (OPB) and the number
of batches per year (NBPY), shown in equation 5.6.
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(5.6) Unit Cost ($ / kg ) =

Operating Costs ($)
Operating Costs ($)
=
Pr oduction Rate (kg )
NBPY × OPB (kg )

The output per batch (OPB) is set to 10,000 kg of enzyme from the main
fermentors, so the total enzyme output per batch is 10,101.01 kg of cellulase enzyme,
adding up the output through four vessels (see Table 4.3). The number of batches per year
(NBPY) is automatically calculated by the software according to equipment processing
times and scheduling. From the software simulation output, NBPY equals 75 and 52 for
the SmF and SSC methods, respectively. So the annual production rate is calculated and
equals 757,575.75 kg of cellulase enzyme for the SmF method
( 757,575.75 kg = 75 batches × 10,101.01 kg / batch ) and 525,252.52 kg of cellulase
enzyme for the SSC method ( 525,252.52 kg = 52 batches × 10,101.01 kg / batch ).
Thus, for the SmF method, the annual operating cost equals $30,576,000 (Table
5.7) and the annual production rate is 757,575.75 kilograms. Substituting these values
into equation 5.6, the unit cost for enzyme production using the SmF method is
calculated and equals $40.36/kg ( $40.36 / kg = $30,576,000 ÷ 757,575.75 kg ). This

result can also be obtained directly from “executive summary” window in the software,
similar to the window shown in Figure 4.10.
In comparison, for the SSC method, the annual operating cost equals $8,231,000
(Table 5.7) and the annual production rate is 525,252.52 kilograms, as determined above.
Substituting these values into equation 5.6, the unit cost for enzyme production using
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the SSC method is calculated and equals $15.67 per kilogram

( $15.67 / kg = $8,231,000 ÷ 525,252.52 kg ). This result can also be obtained directly
from “executive summary” window in the software, similar to the window shown in
Figure 4.10.
From Table 5.7, operating costs for each component (raw materials, labordependent, facility-dependent, laboratory/QC/QA, utilities and miscellaneous), along
with their component share (bolded numbers) are identified. From equation 5.6, the
operating costs are in the numerator, so that the share of the annual operating costs (for
each component) can be used to calculate the share (for each component) of the overall
unit costs. In order to conduct unit costs analysis, unit cost shares based on the six
components are calculated by multiplying the overall unit cost ($40.36/kg for the SmF
method and $15.67/kg for the SSC method) by the annual operating cost share
percentages (bold numbers given in Table 5.7). Results for unit cost shares are shown in
Table 5.8 and Figure 5.7.
Table 5.8. Itemized unit costs for enzyme production

SmF
SSC
$
$
Cost Item
%
%
Raw Materials
4.95
0.87
12.27
5.57
Labor-Dependent
3.66 25.71
4.03
9.07
8.88 62.87
9.85
Facility-Dependent 22.00
0.55
0.60
Laboratory/QC/QA
1.36
3.86
0.31
Utilities
55.30 22.32
1.99
0.00
0.00
Miscellaneous
0.00
0.00
TOTAL
100% $40.36 100% $15.67
Source: software SuperPro Designer 5.5 simulation output.
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Figure 5.7. Unit costs share for enzyme production

Unit Costs for Enzyme Production ($/kg)
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Source: Table 5.8.

Table 5.8 and Figure 5.7 indicate that (1) the SSC method is more economical
than the SmF method with lower unit costs for enzyme production; (2) the items of input
costs for laboratory/QC/QA, facility-dependent, and labor-dependent components of the
SSC method are either nearly the same or slightly greater than the SmF method; and (3)
Utilities and raw materials costs used by the SSC method are much lower than the SmF
method, which is the reason why the SSC method is economical compared to the SmF
method.
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Profitability Analysis

Reduced unit costs information from the SmF to the SSC method discussed in the
previous section is valuable for economists, engineers and microbiologists because they
are concerned with the long-run industry sustainability. However, potential investors for
the experimental enzyme production plants may be more concerned with the profitability
of their investment, considering the enzyme final product is sold at the market price.
Profitability is typically measured by such indicators as payback period, net present value
(NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR). This section will analyze the profitability of the
experimental enzyme production plant using the SSC method, providing insights to
potential investors who might be interested in the SSC technology. Results from these
profitability indicators can be compared with corresponding results from alternative
projects facing potential investors.
Enzyme Selling Price
In order to conduct the profitability analysis, the selling price for cellulase
enzymes must be first identified. From Tsao, Cao and Gong (2000), the current cellulase
enzyme price is $6.00 per 100,000 filter paper units (FPU), while the amount of FPU per
kilogram of cellulase enzyme equals 600,000 (Wooley et al., 1999). So the unit cellulase
enzyme price per kilogram is calculated and equals $36.00/kg

( $36.00 / kg = $6.00 / 100,000 FPU × 600,000 FPU / kg ). This price level is lower than
the unit costs using the SmF method ($40.36/kg) but higher than the unit costs using the
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SSC method ($15.67/kg). The following section will discuss the calculation of three
profitability indicators for the investment, assuming the SSC method is adopted.
Profitability Indicators
There are three profitability indicators discussed in this section: (1) payback
period; (2) net present value; and (3) internal rate of return. In order to calculate these
indicators, annual net cash flows must be identified. Table 5.9 presents the detailed cash
flow information for cellulase enzyme production using the SSC method. Profitability
indicators, defined below, are also provided in the Table 5.9, given by the “economic
evaluation report” and “cash flow analysis report” from the simulation software output.
Payback Period: the payback period is a simple indicator measuring how long it

takes to recover the initial investment in the simulated enzyme production plants. When
choosing among a few mutually exclusive projects, the project with the quickest payback
is preferred. The payback period is calculated as the quotient of the total capital
investment divided by the net profit as shown in equation 5.7:
(5.7) Payback Period =

Total Capital Investment
Net Pr ofit
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Table 5.9. Cash flow and profitability indicators for enzyme production using the SSC method ($1000)
Capital
Sales Operating Gross
Taxable
Net Cash
Year Investment Revenues
Cost Profit Depreciation Income
Taxes Net Profit
Flow
1
- 6,606
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
- 6,606
2
- 8,809
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
- 8,809
3
- 6,857
9,455
7,761 1,694
2,092
0
0
1,694
- 5,164
4
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
5
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
6
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
7
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
8
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
9
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
10
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
11
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
12
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
2,092
8,587
3,435
7,244
7,244
13
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
0 10,679
4,271
6,407
6,407
14
0
18,909
8,231 10,679
0 10,679
4,271
6,407
6,407
15
1,352
18,909
8,231 10,679
0 10,679
4,271
6,407
7,759
IRR Before Taxes
35.55 %
Discount rate %
7.00
9.00
11.00
IRR After Taxes
25.39 %
NPV
30,387.00 24,209.00 19,103.00
Payback Period
2.75 years
DFC Salvage Fraction
0.050
Source: “Economic evaluation report” and “Cash flow analysis report” from the software simulation output.
Note: IRR=internal rate of return; NPV=net present value; DFC=direct fixed capital.

Shown in the Table 5.9, the payback period is calculated and equals 2.75 years,
which implies that it takes less than three years to recover the initial investment for the
enzyme production plant using the SSC method. This number can be compared with
corresponding pay back period values of alternative projects facing potential investors.
Net Present Value: the net present value (NPV) indicates the expected impact of

the project on the value of the simulated enzyme production plant. Projects with positive
NPV are expected to increase the value of the simulated enzyme production plant. When
choosing among mutually exclusive projects, the project with the largest positive NPV
should be selected. The NPV is calculated as the present value of the project’s net cash
flow (NCF), the annual benefits minus costs. Equation 5.8 is used to calculate the NPV.
T

(5.8) NPV = ∑
t =0

NCFt
NCF1
NCF2
NCFT
= NCF0 +
+
+ ... +
1
2
t
(1 + d )
(1 + d ) (1 + d )
(1 + d ) T

T= the project life (15 years in this analysis); NCFt = the net cash flow for the year t
(t=1…T.) d=the discount rate.
Shown in Table 5.9, the net present values are calculated and equal
$30,387,000, $24,209,000 and $19,103,000 at the discount rate 7%, 9% and 11%,
respectively. These numbers can be compared with corresponding net present values of

alternative projects facing potential investors.
Internal Rate of Return: the internal rate of return (IRR) of a capital budgeting

project, which is also known as discounted cash rate of return (DCRR), is calculated
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based on net cash flows (NCF). The method to calculate the IRR restricts the net present
value (NPV) of all net cash flows to zero. When choosing among mutually exclusive
projects, the project with the highest IRR should be selected. According to its definition,
IRR is calculated by equation 5.9, where all the variable definitions are the same as
equation 5.8.
T

(5.9) NPV = 0 = ∑
t =0

NCFt
NCF1
NCF2
NCFT
= NCF0 +
+
+ ... +
1
2
t
(1 + IRR)
(1 + IRR) (1 + IRR)
(1 + IRR) T

Shown in Table 5.9, the IRR is calculated and equals 35.55% before taxes and
25.39% after taxes. These numbers can be compared with corresponding internal rates

of return values of alternative projects facing potential investors. In general, all these
profitability indicator values indicate that the SSC method is economically attractive.
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CHAPTER SIX
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

Economic analyses conducted in the previous chapter are based on enzyme
production process simulated in chapter four. Since no plant is actually operating
worldwide using the SSC method to produce cellulase enzyme using C. thermocellum
bacteria, economic and technical assumptions have been made in order to conduct this
economic analysis. When assumptions are not met, economic model results might be
affected to varying degrees. Some parameters are influential (slight changes in
corresponding inputs lead to significant changes of model results), and some parameters
are not influential (significant changes in corresponding inputs slightly change the model
results). Sensitivity analyses are conducted in this chapter to determine the influential
economic and technical variables for economic analysis of the enzyme production
discussed in this thesis. Sensitivity analysis results provide greater insights into the
economics of enzyme production using the SmF and SSC methods.
Two groups of variables are studied in this chapter to conduct sensitivity analysis:
(1) the production scale, which are assumed to be 10,000 kilograms of cellulase enzyme
per batch from the main fermentors, as discussed in chapter four. This scale is a starting
point and may vary. (2) Some uncertain variables, which are not attainable at this time,
including some of the raw material prices, facility costs and enzyme-cellulose mass
transfer coefficients. For the first group of variables, sensitivity analysis is conducted to
determine the impact on the unit costs for enzyme production using the SmF and SSC
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methods from changes in the production scale. The effects on profitability indicators are
also examined for the SSC method. For the second group of variables, a Monte Carlo
Analysis is conducted to determine the impact on the unit costs for enzyme production
using the SmF and SSC methods, respectively, based on the simultaneous changes of all
technical parameters, according to their assigned probability distributions.
Sensitivity Analysis

In the baseline economic analysis conducted in the previous chapter, the enzyme
production scale is set at 10,000 kilograms of cellulase enzyme per batch from the main
fermentors, as discussed in chapter four. This number is a starting point and may vary.
This section assesses the influence of ± 80% change of this initial production scale (80%, -60%, -40%, -20%, +20%, +40%, +60% and +80%) on the unit costs to produce
enzymes (for the SmF and SSC methods) and on the profitability indicators for the
simulated enzyme production plants (for the SSC method only). These analyses are
conducted by the dialog box “adjust process throughput” (see Figure 4.9) within the
SuperPro Designer 5.5 software. Table 6.1 summarizes these sensitivity analysis results.
Figure 6.1 presents a comparison of the influence of plant scale changes on the unit costs
of enzyme production between the SmF and SSC methods.
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Table 6.1. Sensitivity analyses for the influence of production scale on the
unit costs and profitability for enzyme production using the SSC method
Sensitivity Variables
SmF
Profitability Indicator (SSC only)
SSC
Unit
Unit
Payback
Net present
Internal
Cost
Cost
Period
value
rate of
($/kg) ($/kg)
(year)
($1000)
return
-80%
(2,000)
58.90
42.51
71.19
-14,636,624
N/A
Production
-60% (4,000)
47.30 26.46
5.58
-1,539
4.92%
scale:
-40%
(6,000)
43.35
20.54
3.79
8,736
14.92%
(kg/batch
-20% (8,000)
41.33 17.34
3.06
20,081
21.64%
from main
Base (10,000)
40.36 15.67
2.75
30,387
25.39%
fermentor)
+20% (12,000)
39.12 13.86
2.36
43,869
30.70%
+40% (14,000)
38.54 12.79
2.16
56,023
33.83%
+60% (16,000)
38.10 11.95
2.00
68,397
36.64%
+80% (18,000)
37.77 11.27
1.81
80,955
39.14%
Figure 6.1. Influence of enzyme production scale on unit costs using the SmF and
SSC methods (Using the data from Table 6.1)
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As seen from the Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1, the production scale has significant
impacts on the unit costs for enzyme production using both the SmF and SSC methods.
When the production scale decreases 80%, the unit cost for the SmF method increases
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46% ($40.36/kgÆ$58.90//kg), while the unit cost for the SSC method increases 171%
($15.67/kgÆ$42.51/kg). When the production scale increases 80%, the unit cost for the
SmF method decreases 6% ($40.36/kgÆ$37.77/kg), while the unit cost for the SSC
method decreases 28% ($15.67/kgÆ$11.27/kg). Also, these results indicate that the SSC
method is more economical than the SmF method regardless of production scale changes.
As to the influence of production scale changes on the profitability for the SSC
method, Table 6.1 indicates that: (1) for the “payback period” indicator, except for the
− 80% change, all other changes lead to a payback period less than six years, which

implies that the investment can be recovered in the short run. (2) For the “net present
value” indicator, -80% and -60% changes of the production scale lead to negative present
values, in which case the investment is not profitable. (3) For the “internal rate of return”
indicator, a -80% change of the production scale leads to an infeasible solution, in which
case the it will never be profitable. Other levels of internal rate of returns must be
compared with the internal rate of returns obtained from alternative projects before
making a decision (choose the highest one).
Monte Carlo Analysis

Since the technical variables (raw material prices, facility costs and enzymecellulose mass transfer coefficients) discussed in this section have simultaneous
uncertainty, reporting single economic prediction would be an oversimplification of the
real result. Monte Carlo analysis, a probabilistic method that inputs all variable
uncertainties into a model, provides greater insight for investors into the unit costs to
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produce enzymes using the SmF and SSC methods. The Monte Carlo model determines
the probability for the unit costs (to produce enzyme) by randomly sampling from the
input variable distributions and calculating output response repeatedly (2000 times in this
section). The final result for the uncertainty on the unit costs (to produce enzymes) is
reported as histograms and probability curves. The software Crystal Ball 2000, which is
added in Microsoft Excel software, conducts the Monte Carlo analysis in this chapter.
Variable Description and Distribution
The variables examined in the Monte Carlo analysis in this section include: the
purchase prices for some raw materials (paper pulp, cellulose, and medium), facility costs,
and enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients. To measure the uncertainty of these
variables in the Monte Carlo Analysis, probability distributions are assigned to each
variable, discussed below and specified in Table 6.2.
Raw materials purchase prices: in this section the purchase prices for three raw

materials are studied--paper pulp, cellulose and medium. The reason it is to measure their
uncertainties is that (1) prices for paper pulp and cellulose powder are not available (see
Table 4.1) and (2) the compositions for the medium is estimated using a simplified
method as discussed in chapter four (see Table 4.1). According to Aden et al (2002), the
price variables for paper pulp and cellulose powder are assigned an exponential
distribution with parameters 1000 and 100, respectively. The price variable for the
medium is assigned a lognormal distribution, with the mean value being the initial price
and standard deviation being one-tenth of its initial price.
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Facility costs: As discussed in chapter five, the facility costs (facility-dependent)

are mainly derived from equipment costs. All equipment costs are estimated by base
equipment costs using equation 5.1, noting that Peters, Timmerhaus and West (2003)
reported a 30% -40% error associated with this method. Furthermore, some base
equipment data are not available at this time (Tables 5.1 and 5.2), partially because there
is no similar equipment operating worldwide. It’s assumed in this chapter that the
equipment cost estimates (Tables 5.1 and 5.2) are conservative in the base analysis.
Exponential distributions are assigned to the facility costs with the mean being five times
greater than its initial value in this thesis.
Enzyme-Cellulose mass transfer coefficients: It is assumed in chapter four that

the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficient is 0.02 (see equation 4.1 and Table 4.3),
however, this coefficient has some uncertainty and this section will assess the situation
that the coefficient is randomly selected from 0.02 to 0.04, according to a triangular
distribution with the maximum value (max) being 0.04, the minimum value (min) being
0.02 and the likeliest value being 0.02.

Table 6.2. Input parameter distribution for Monte Carlo Analysis
Base
Distribution Likeliest Standard Min
Max
Value
Function
Value* Deviation
Paper Pulp ($/kg)
0.000 Exponential
0.001
0.001
0 Infinity
Cellulose ($/kg)
0.000 Exponential
0.01
0.01
0 Infinity
Medium ($/kg)
0.0038 Lognormal
0.0038
0.0038
0 Infinity
Facility rate
1 Exponential
5
5
0 Infinity
Enzyme-Cellulose mass
0.02 Triangular
0.02
N/A 0.02
0.04
transfer coefficients
*Mean value for lognormal distribution
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The most probable input is the value in the base model and reported in previous
sections. Two thousand iterations were conducted using the above probability
distributions. For each iteration, five parameters were randomly varied simultaneously
according to their corresponding distributions, while results (unit costs) were calculated
and recorded.
Monte Carlo Analysis Results
Figure 6.2 presents the effects on unit costs for enzyme production using the SmF
method, representing all the possible outcomes from random sampling. Shown in Figure
6.2 (a) and (b), when compared with the enzyme market price ($36.00/kg), Monte Carlo
analysis results show that the SmF method is profitable with 22.50% certainty, which
implies the probability to achieve a profit (greater than or equal to the market price,
$36.00/kg) is 22.50%. The mean unit cost for enzyme production using the SmF method
is $60.69/kg, which is 69% higher than the market price ($36.00/kg).
As to the sensitivity of variables, the sensitivity chart (Figure 6.2 (c)) indicates
that the first and second most influential variables are the facility costs (positive
influence) and the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients (negative influence),
respectively. This implies that a small increase in the facility costs will most increase the

unit costs, relatively, while a small increase in the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer
coefficients will most decrease the unit cost, relatively. If researchers can find ways to
decrease facility costs (new materials) or increase the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer
coefficients (new bacteria), the enzyme production costs may decrease significantly.
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Figure 6.2. Monte Carlo analysis results: effect on unit costs for enzyme production
using the SmF method
(a) the frequency chart
Forecast: Unit Cost--SmF
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(b) the cumulative chart
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(c) the sensitivity chart
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Figure 6.3. Monte Carlo analysis results: effect on unit costs for enzyme production
using the SSC method
(a) the frequency chart
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(b) the cumulative chart
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(c) the sensitivity chart
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By contrast, Figure 6.3 presents the effect on unit costs for enzyme production
using the SSC method, representing all the possible outcomes from random sampling.
Shown in Figure 6.3 (a) and (b), when compared with the enzyme market price
($36.00/kg, Monte Carlo analysis results show that the SmF method is profitable with
55.15% certainty, which implies that the probability to achieve a profit (greater than or
equal to the market price, $36.00/kg) is 55.15%. The mean unit cost for enzyme
production using the SSC method is $43.83/kg, which is 22% higher than the market
price ($36.00/kg). Compared with the mean unit cost for SmF method ($60.69/kg), the
Monte Carlo analysis confirms that the SSC method is more economical than the
traditional SmF method. As to the sensitivity of variables, the sensitivity chart (Figure 6.3
(c)) for the SSC process is similar to the SmF process. Thus the implications are similar.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Summary

Dependence on foreign oil remains a serious issue for the U.S. economy.
Additionally, automobile emissions related to petroleum-based, fossil fuel has been cited
as one source of environmental problems, such as global warming and reduced air quality.
Using agricultural and forest biomass as a source for the biofuel ethanol industry,
provides a partial solution by displacing some fossil fuels. However, the use of high cost
enzymes as an input is a significant limitation for ethanol production.
While the enzyme is traditionally produced by a submerged fermentation (SmF)
method, a solid state cultivation (SSC) method has the potential to provide cheaper
enzymes and therefore may reduce ethanol prices. If economical, ethanol production
costs may be reduced. Although this thesis focuses on enzyme production in an ethanol
context, it is important to note that the availability of low-cost enzymes is significant to
other biochemical conversion industries involving biocatalysts. Enzyme production is a
growing field of biotechnology with annual world sales close to one billion dollars
(González et al., 2003). The SSC technology would be readily transferable to most
processes that produce enzymes.
In order to conduct economic analysis, enzyme productions using the SmF and
SSC methods are simulated using the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software. The production
scales are assumed to be 10,000 kilograms of cellulase enzyme output per batch from the
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main fermentor, as a starting point, for both methods. Production scales, as well as other
technical and economic parameters specified in this thesis can easily be adjusted in the
simulation software, as more precise data become available.
Based on the data obtained from the software simulation, economic analysis are
conducted to compare the unit enzyme production costs using the traditional SmF method
with the SSC method. The profitability of the experimental enzyme production plant
using the SSC method is also assessed.
Based on the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software simulation results, unit costs for
cellulase enzyme production is calculated and equal to $40.36/kg using the traditional
SmF method and $15.67/kg using the SSC method. Furthermore, the current market price
for enzymes is calculated and equals $36.00/kg as discussed in chapter five. This implies
that the SSC method is not only more economical--the unit price of the SSC method is
only 39% of the SmF method ( 39% ≈ 15.67 ÷ 40.36 ) --than the traditional SmF method,
but also has good market potential--the unit price of the SSC method is only 44% of the
current market price ( 44% ≈ 15.67 ÷ 36.00 ). The reason why the SSC method is more
economical is that it requires significantly fewer inputs--energy and medium--than the
SmF method, resulting in significantly lower costs for raw materials and utilities.
Profitability analysis is conducted to assess the profit making ability of the
experimental enzyme production plant using the SSC method. The result is that (1) the
payback period is 2.75 years, which implies the investment can be recovered in less than
three years. (2) The net present value is $30,387,000, which implies adopting the SSC
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method will increase the present value for the simulated enzyme production plant by
$30,387,000. (3) The internal rate of return is 25.36%, which is a positive value for
typical investment projects. These profitability indicators can be compared with
corresponding numbers from alternative projects facing potential investors. Generally,
these results indicate the SSC method is economically attractive.
Sensitivity analyses are conducted to determine the effect on unit costs for
enzyme production using the SmF and SSC methods based on the changes of production
scale. By changing the production scale by ± 80% , the enzyme unit costs range from
$37.77/kg to $58.90/kg for the traditional SmF method and from $11.27/kg to $42.51/kg
for the SSC method. Sensitivity analyses confirm the economic feasibility of the SSC
method over the traditional SmF method.
Monte Carlo analysis is conducted to assess the influence on unit costs for
enzyme production based on the simultaneous changes for the raw material prices,
facility costs and enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients. Assuming their respective
probability distributions, the SSC method has a probability of 55.15% of obtaining a
lower enzyme unit cost than the current market price ($36.00/kg), indicating that the SSC
method is likely to be profitable. By contrast, probability for the SmF method is 22.50%,
indicating that the traditional method is less likely to be profitable. Thus, Monte Carlo
analysis further confirms the economic feasibility of the SSC method over the traditional
SmF method. Monte Carlo analysis also indicates that the most influential variables are
the facility cost and the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients. Thus, in order to
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decrease unit costs, future research should focus on decreasing facility costs or increasing
the enzyme-cellulose mass transfer coefficients.
In summary, this thesis confirmed the profitability of the enzyme production using
the solid state cultivation (SSC) method over the traditional submerged fermentation
(SmF) method. Adopting this SSC method may reduce ethanol production costs, with the
potential to make ethanol from lignocellulose a viable supplemental fuel source in light
of current political, economic and environmental issues.
Future Research

Direction for the future research should consider the followers: (1) in this thesis,
many cost data are crudely estimated, partially because the enzyme production is highly
experimental--there are no such cellulase enzyme production (using the C. thermocellum
bacteria) plants using the SSC fermentation technology worldwide. Although sensitivity
analyses conducted in chapter six provide insights, better data resources are
recommended for future research.
(2) For production procedures, typical sections of a processing plant include the
following: raw material preparation, fermentation, primary recovery, product isolation,
final purification, product formulation and packaging (Peters, Timmerhaus and West,
2003). In this thesis, since it is assumed that enzymes will be used on-site as discussed in
chapter two, for the SSC method no downstream processes are incorporated. For the SmF
method, only water removal--concentration and freeze-drying--is considered as
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downstream processes. Adding other downstream processes such as purification and
packaging could make the final enzymes higher quality and therefore result in higher
corresponding selling prices. Valuable by-products including the fermentation end
products (FEP) and hemicellulase may be isolated. However, adding additional
downstream processes would add more costs. In future work, a benefit-cost analysis
might be conducted to see the economic feasibility of adding more downstream processes.
And finally, (3) more main fermentors might be used and set as “Stagger mode” to make
the utilization of equipment more efficient.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Glossary of Biochemical Engineering Terminology
Acid: A solution that has an excess of hydrogen ions (H+).
Alcohol: An alcohol is an organic compound with a carbon bound to a hydroxyl group.
Examples are methanol, CH3OH, and ethanol, CH3CH2OH.
Aromatic: A chemical that has a benzene ring in its molecular structure (benzene, toluene,
xylene). Aromatic compounds have strong, characteristic odors.
Bacteria: A small single-cell organism. Bacteria do not have an organized nucleus, but
they do have a cell membrane and protective cell wall. Bacteria can be used to
ferment sugars to ethanol.
Base: A solution that has an excess of hydroxide ions (OH-)in aqueous solution.
Benzene: An aromatic component of gasoline, which is a known cancer-causing agent.
Biodiesel: A biodegradable transportation fuel for use in diesel engines that is produced
through the transesterfication of organically- derived oils or fats. It may be used
either as a replacement for or as a component of diesel fuel.
Biofuels: Biomass converted to liquid or gaseous fuels such as ethanol, methanol,
methane, and hydrogen.
Biomass: An energy resource derived from organic matter. These include wood,
agricultural waste and other living-cell material that can be burned to produce heat
energy. They also include algae, sewage and other organic substances that may be
used to make energy through chemical processes.
By-product: Material, other than the principal product, generated as a consequence of an
industrial process or as a breakdown product in a living system.
Carbohydrate: A class of organic compounds including sugars and starches. The name
comes from the fact that many (but not all) carbohydrates have the basic formula
CH2O.
Carbon dioxide: (CO2) A colorless, odorless gas produced by respiration and combustion
of carbon-containing fuels. Plants use it as a food in the photosynthesis process.
Carbon monoxide: (CO) A colorless, odorless, poisonous gas produced by incomplete
combustion.
Cellulase: A family of enzymes that break down cellulose into glucose molecules.
Cellulose: A carbohydrate that is the principal component of plants. It is made of linked
glucose molecules that strengthen the cell walls of most plants.
Catalyst: A substance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction, without being
consumed or produced by the reaction. Enzymes are catalysts for many biochemical
reactions.
Combustion: A chemical reaction between a fuel and oxygen that produces heat (and
usually, light).
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Energy crop: A crop grown specifically for its fuel value. These include food crops such
as corn and sugarcane, and nonfood crops such as poplar trees and switchgrass.
Enzyme: A protein or protein-based molecule that speeds up chemical reactions
occurring in living things. Enzymes act as catalysts for a single reaction, converting
a specific set of reactants into specific products.
Ester: An ester is a compound formed from the reaction between an acid and an alcohol.
In esters of carboxylic acids, the -COOH group of the acid and the -OH group of the
alcohol lose a water and become a -COO- linkage.
Ethanol: (CH3CH2OH) A colorless, flammable liquid produced by fermentation of
sugars. Ethanol is used as a fuel oxygenate. Ethanol is the alcohol found in alcoholic
beverages.
Fatty acid: A fatty acid is a carboxylic acid (an acid with a -COOH group) with long
hydrocarbon side chains.
Fermentation: A biochemical reaction that breaks down complex organic molecules
(such as carbohydrates) into simpler materials (such as ethanol, carbon dioxide, and
water). Bacteria or yeasts can ferment sugars to ethanol.
Fossil fuel: A carbon or hydrocarbon fuel formed in the ground from the remains of dead
plants and animals. It takes millions of years to form fossil fuels. Oil, natural gas,
and coal are fossil fuels.
Fungi: Fungi are plant-like organisms with cells with distinct nuclei surrounded by
nuclear membranes, incapable of photosynthesis. Fungi are decomposers of waste
organisms and exist as yeast, mold, or mildew.
Global warming: A term used to describe the increase in average global temperatures due
to the greenhouse effect. Scientists generally agree that the Earth's surface has
warmed by about 1 degree Fahrenheit in the past 140 years.
Glucose: (C6H12O6) A six-carbon fermentable sugar.
Glycerin: (C3H8O3) A liquid by-product of biodiesel production. Glycerin is used in the
manufacture of dynamite, cosmetics, liquid soaps, inks, and lubricants.
Greenhouse effect: The heat effect due to the trapping of the sun's radiant energy, so that
it cannot be reradiated. In the earth's atmosphere, the radiant energy is trapped by
greenhouse gases produced from both natural and human sources.
Greenhouse gas: A gas, such as water vapor, carbon dioxide, tropospheric ozone,
methane, and low level ozone, which contributes to the greenhouse effect.
Hydrocarbon: An organic compound that contains only hydrogen and carbon. In vehicle
emissions, these are usually vapors created from incomplete combustion or from
vaporization of liquid gasoline. Emissions of hydrocarbons contribute to ground
level ozone.
Hydrolysis: A chemical reaction that releases sugars, which are normally linked together
in complex chains. In ethanol production, hydrolysis reactions are used to break
down the cellulose and hemicellulose in the biomass.
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Municipal solid waste: Any organic matter, including sewage, industrial, and commercial
wastes, from municipal waste collection systems. Municipal waste does not include
agricultural and wood wastes or residues.
Nitrogen oxides: A product of photochemical reactions of nitric oxide in ambient air, and
the major component of photochemical smog.
Non-renewable resource: A non-renewable energy resource is one that cannot be
replaced as it is used. Although fossil fuels, like coal and oil, are in fact fossilized
biomass resources, they form at such a slow rate that, in practice, they are nonrenewable.
Organic compound: An organic compound contains carbon chemically bound to
hydrogen. Organic compounds often contain other elements (particularly O, N,
halogens, or S).
Oxygenate: An oxygenate is a compound which contains oxygen in its molecular
structure. Ethanol and biodiesel act as oxygenates when they are blended with
conventional fuels. Oxygenated fuel improves combustion efficiency and reduces
tailpipe emissions of CO.
Ozone: A compound that is formed when oxygen and other compounds react in sunlight.
In the upper atmosphere, ozone protects the earth from the sun's ultraviolet rays.
Though beneficial in the upper atmosphere, at ground level, ozone is called
photochemical smog, and is a respiratory irritant and considered a pollutant.
Particulates: A fine liquid or solid particle such as dust, smoke, mist, fumes, or smog,
found in air or emissions.
Petroleum: Any petroleum-based substance comprising a complex blend of
hydrocarbons derived from crude oil through the process of separation, conversion,
upgrading, and finishing, including motor fuel, jet oil, lubricants, petroleum solvents,
and used oil.
Photosynthesis: A complex process used by many plants and bacteria to build
carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and water, using energy derived from light.
Photosynthesis is the key initial step in the growth of biomass and is depicted by the
equation: CO2 + H2O + light + chlorophyll = (CH2O) + O2
Polymer: A large molecule made by linking smaller molecules ("monomers") together.
Polysaccharide: A carbohydrate consisting of a large number of linked simple sugar, or
monosaccharide, units. Examples of polysaccharides are cellulose and starch.
Reaction: A chemical reaction is a dissociation, recombination, or rearrangement of
atoms.
Renewable energy resource: An energy resource that can be replaced as it is used.
Renewable energy resources include solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and biomass.
Municipal solid waste (MSW) is also considered to be a renewable energy resource.
Starch: A molecule composed of long chains of glucose molecules. Many plants store the
energy produced in the photosynthesis process in the form of starch.
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Toxics: As defined in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, toxics include benzene, 1,3
butadiene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and polycyclic organic matter.
Transesterification: A chemical process which reacts an alcohol with the triglycerides
contained in vegetable oils and animal fats to produce biodiesel and glycerin.
Triglyceride: A triglyceride is an ester of glycerol and three fatty acids. Most animal fats
are composed primarily of triglycerides.
Volatile: A solid or liquid material that easily vaporizes.
Yeast: Any of various single-cell fungi capable of fermenting carbohydrates

Source: US-DOE-EERE, Biomass Program, 2004.
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Appendix B: Glossary of Economics Evaluation Terminology
Fixed Capital Cost Estimation
Equipment Purchase Cost (PC): The vendor’s selling price of major equipment. It
excludes items such as taxes, insurance, delivery and installation. It is also known as
the bare cost. SuperPro-Designer 5.5 provides correlations for estimating the
purchase cost of all major equipment. The user has the option to provide his/her own
cost values or cost correlations. A factor method is used to account for the cost of
unlisted (overlooked) equipment (the default value is 20% of total equipment cost).
Installation: This cost element refers to the in-place erection of equipment at the new
plant site, and it includes cost of foundations, slabs, supports, and local equipment
services. Unit specific factors are used for the estimation of installation cost of each
processing step.
Piping: This element incorporates process fluid piping that connects the equipment, as
well as connections to the main utility headers and vents. Included are valves, piping
supports, insulation, and other items associated with equipment piping. The cost of
process piping is estimated by multiplying the total equipment cost by a factor.
Instrumentation: It includes transmitters and controllers, with all required wiring and
tubing for installation; field and control room terminal panels; alarms and
enunciators; indicating instruments, both in the field and in the control room; onstream analyzers; control computers and local data-processing units; and control
room display graphics. The cost of instrumentation is estimated by multiplying the
total equipment cost by a factor.
Insulation: The cost of insulation and painting is usually included in the recommended
factors for equipment installation and piping. In low temperature plants, however,
insulation cost can become unusually high. An insulation surcharge is recommended
for such plants. The cost of insulation is estimated by multiplying the total
equipment cost by a factor.
Electrical: These include battery limits substations and transmission lines, motor switch
gear and control centers, emergency power supplies, wiring and conduit, bus bars,
and area lighting. Separate equipment estimation is required for electrolytic
installations. The cost of electrical is estimated by multiplying the total equipment
cost by a factor.
Buildings: Includes process towers, subsidiary concrete slabs, stairways and catwalks
(not equipment-specific), control rooms, and other battery limits buildings-change
rooms, cafeteria, furnished offices, and warehouses. The recommended factors
incorporate costs for non-electric building services as well as a variety of safetyrelated items. The cost of buildings is estimated by multiplying the total equipment
cost by a factor.
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Yard Improvement: Includes excavation, site grading, roads, fences, railroad spur lines,
fire hydrants, parking spaces, and others. The cost of yard improvement is estimated
by multiplying the total equipment cost by a factor.
Auxiliary Facilities: Satellite process-oriented service facilities vital to the proper
operation of the battery limits plant. An example of an auxiliary facility is a steam
plant. The cost of auxiliary facilities is estimated by multiplying the total equipment
cost by a factor.
Total Plant Direct Cost: The sum of all the above cost items constitutes the Total Plant
Direct Cost (TPDC).
Engineering: Includes the preparation of design books that document the whole process;
design of equipment; specification sheets for equipment, instruments, auxiliaries,
etc.; design of control logic and computer software; preparation of drawings; and
others. The cost of engineering is estimated by multiplying TPDC by a factor.
Construction: Costs associated with the organization of the total construction effort; they
do not include the cost of construction labor. The cost of construction is estimated
by multiplying TPDC by a factor.
Total Plant Indirect Cost: The sum of engineering and construction costs constitutes the
Total Plant Indirect Cost (TPIC).
Total Plant Cost: The sum of TPDC and TPIC constitutes the Total Plant Cost (TPC).
Contractor’s Fees: The contractor’s profit. It should be added even if a corporation does
its own construction, because the construction division is expected to show a profit.
It is estimated by multiplying TPC by a factor.
Contingency: The more speculative a process is, the more likely it is that key elements
have been overlooked during the project’s early stages. The contingency factor
attempts to compensate for these missing elements. However, even advanced-stage
estimates will include a contingency to account for unexpected problems during
construction, such as strikes, delays, and unusually high price fluctuations. The
value of contingency is estimated as a multiple of TPC.
Operating Cost Estimation
Raw Materials: This accounts for the cost of all raw materials (pure components and
stock mixtures). The user specifies the unit cost during the component registration.
Default prices are available for a good number of raw materials. The amount of raw
materials is calculates by the program as part of simulation.
Facility-Dependent: This accounts for the depreciation of the fixed capital investment,
equipment maintenance, insurance, local (property) taxes and possibly other
overhead-type of expenses. By default it is estimated as the sum of the above cost
items.
Labor: This is estimated based on a unit-specific ratio of labor hours (for every labor
type used) required for each hour of equipment operation. Default values for this
ratio are available for every operation. On top of the itemized estimate, the user has
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the option to specify labor hours per batch, per campaign, per year or per kg of main
product, needed to carry out services or jobs not accounted by the processes
themselves. Each labor type or staff used in the process has its own labor cost
parameters that are used to calculate the total labor cost.
Laboratory / QC / QA: This accounts for the cost of off-line analysis and quality control
costs. Chemical analysis and physical property characterization, from raw materials
to final product, is a vital part of chemical operations. By default, it is estimated by
multiplying the operating labor by a factor. In addition, the user may specify
detailed information about the number and unit cost of the various assays along with
a fixed cost for QA activities.
Consumables: This includes the cost of periodically replacing membranes,
chromatography resins, activated carbon, and other materials in
equipment/procedures that use up such items.
Waste Treatment/Disposal: The cost of treating and/or disposing of certain process
outputs, such as undesirable byproducts, solvents, etc. Wastes can be classified as
solid, liquid, or gaseous (emissions.) Depending on the phase, the complexity of the
facility, and the nature of the waste, the treatment cost can vary substantially. You
can specify the waste treatment/disposal cost of a stream on a per-kg of total mass
basis, or allow the system to estimate the treatment/disposal cost of a waste stream
using the component’s property information and the stream’s composition (see
Section 4.1).
Utilities: The sum off all utilities costs. There are two kinds of utilities: a. heating/cooling
and b. power. There are two kinds of heating/cooling requirements for each process
step: a. the heating/cooling which is part of an operation model (like the
heating/cooling required to achieve a temperature specification of an exiting stream)
and b. the heating/cooling which is specified as an auxiliary utility (through the
Labor, etc. tab of an operation’s dialog window). Power requirements are specified
or calculated for each operation that requires a power input (like a pump, for
instance) and for the entire flowsheet for support operations (like night lighting, etc.)
or other purposes that are not directly associated with the execution of any specific
process step. Just like heating/cooling , there are two kinds of power requirements
associated with an operation: a. the power which is part of the model for those
models that require such parameter (such as power for agitation in reaction
operations), and b. the auxiliary power (all operations).
Transportation: This accounts for the cost of long-distance transportation by sea, land,
and air.
Miscellaneous: This accounts for on-going R&D, process validation and other overheadtype of expenses. By default this cost item is zero.
Running Royalties: If the process, any part of the process, or any equipment used in the
process are covered by a patent not assigned to the corporation undertaking the new
project, permission to use the teachings of the patent must be negotiated, and some
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form of royalties is usually required. The licensing agreement usually calls for a flat
charge per unit of product or else a percentage on the sales dollar. The default
parameters for this expense (which is zero by default) can be accessed and modified.
Advertising and Selling: Cost associated with the activities of the sales department. The
economic evaluation, by default, assumes this cost is zero.
Failed Product Disposal Cost: Cost associated with the disposal/recycling of scrapped
product. The default parameters for this expense (which is zero by default) can be
accessed and modified.
Profitability Analysis
Working Capital: It is the investment in temporary or consumable materials. It represents
tied-up funds required to operate the business. In Pro-Designer, the value of the
working capital can either be set by the user or calculated based on contributions
from the following cost items: labor, raw materials, utilities, waste treatment /
disposal, and miscellaneous.
Startup and Validation Cost: Cost associated with the startup and validation of the
process. It is either set by the user or calculated as a percentage of DFC. The process
validation cost can be substantial for pharmaceutical plants.
Gross Margin: Cost associated with the startup of the process site. It includes labor, and
raw materials.

Source: Intelligen, Inc. 2004. SuperPro Designer 5.5 User’s Guide.
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Appendix C: Procedural Operations for all Equipment in the SmF Process using the
software SuperPro Designer 5.5

EQUIPMENT CONTENTS
FD-101
Procedure Operation
FD-101
START
FD-101
TRANSFER-IN-1 (Transfer In)
FD-101
DRY-1 (Freeze Drying)
FD-101
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
FD-101
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
LF-101
Procedure
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
LF-101
SF-101
Procedure
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-102
Procedure
SF-102
SF-102

Operation
START
TRANSFER-IN-cellulose (Transfer In)
CHARGE-Medium (Charge)
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
PRESSURIZE-1 (Pressurization)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
COOL-1 (Batch Cooling)
TRANSFER-IN-2--C.T. (Transfer In)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
TRANSFER-IN-1--Medium (Transfer In)
TRANSFER-IN-2--C.T. (Transfer In)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
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SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102

TRANSFER-IN-1--Medium (Transfer In)
TRANSFER-IN-2--C.T. (Transfer In)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

SFR-101
Procedure
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101

Operation
START
CHARGE-1-Medium (Charge)
CHARGE-2-Sugar (Charge)
GAS-SWEEP-2 (Gas Sweep)
PRESSURIZE-1 (Pressurization)
HEAT-2 (Batch Heating)
COOL-1 (Batch Cooling)
CHARGE-3---C.T. (Charge)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

HP-101
Procedure
HP-101
HP-101

Operation
START
SOLIDS-HANDLE-1 (Solids Flow Handling (in a Hopper))

MB-102
Procedure
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-101
Procedure
MB-101
MB-101
MB-101

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
CHARGE-2--Medium (Charge)
CHARGE-3--Sugar (Charge)
Mix (Batch Storage)
Transfer to heat steri (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
CHARGE-2--Medium (Charge)
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MB-101
MB-101
MB-101
MB-101

CHARGE-3--Sugar (Charge)
Mix (Batch Storage)
Transfer to heat steri (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
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Appendix D: Procedural Operations for all Equipment in the SSC Process using the
software SuperPro Designer 5.5

EQUIPMENT CONTENTS
SF-101
Procedure
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101
SF-101

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
TRANSFER-IN-1--Medium (Transfer In)
TRANSFER-IN-2--C.T. (Transfer In)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

SF-102
Procedure
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102
SF-102

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
TRANSFER-IN-1--Medium (Transfer In)
TRANSFER-IN-2--C.T. (Transfer In)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

SFR-101
Procedure
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101
SFR-101

Operation
START
CHARGE-1-Medium (Charge)
CHARGE-2-Sugar (Charge)
GAS-SWEEP-2 (Gas Sweep)
PRESSURIZE-1 (Pressurization)
HEAT-2 (Batch Heating)
COOL-1 (Batch Cooling)
CHARGE-3---C.T. (Charge)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
FERMENT-1 (Batch Kinetic Fermentation)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
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SFR-101
HP-101
Procedure
HP-101
HP-101

Operation
START
SOLIDS-HANDLE-1 (Solids Flow Handling (in a Hopper))

MB-102
Procedure
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102
MB-102

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
CHARGE-2--Medium (Charge)
CHARGE-3--Sugar (Charge)
Mix (Batch Storage)
Transfer to heat steri (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

SMF-101
Procedure
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101
SMF-101

Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
TRANSFER-IN-ALL (Transfer In)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
REACT-1 (Batch Stoich. Reaction)
SPLIT-1 (Batch Component Splitting)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

SD-101
Procedure
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
SD-101
MB-101
Procedure
MB-101
MB-101

CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)

Operation
START
TRANSFER-IN-1--P.Pulp (Transfer In)
CHARGE-2-Medium (Charge)
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
PRESSURIZE-1 (Pressurization)
HEAT-1 (Batch Heating)
COOL-1 (Batch Cooling)
TRANSFER-IN-3--C.T. (Transfer In)
AGITATE-1 (Agitation)
TRANSFER-OUT-1 (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
Operation
START
GAS-SWEEP-1 (Gas Sweep)
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MB-101
MB-101
MB-101
MB-101
MB-101

CHARGE-2--Medium (Charge)
CHARGE-3--Sugar (Charge)
Mix (Batch Storage)
Transfer to heat steri (Transfer Out)
CIP-1 (In-Place-Cleaning)
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Appendix E: Assumptions made in this thesis

1. The production scale is assumed to be 10,000 kilograms of cellulase enzyme from the
main fermentors, for both the SmF and SSC methods.
2. For the profitability analysis conducted in chapter five, the SSC method is assumed
ready to be adopted by potential investors.
3. The enzyme products are assumed ready to be used on-site for both the SmF and SSC
methods.
4. The purity of cellulose power (substrate for the shake flasks and seed fermentors #1
and #2) is assumed to be 100%, for both the SmF and SSC methods.
5. The reaction (equation 4.1) efficiency in fermentation process is assumed to be 100%,
for both the SmF and SSC methods.
6. Cellulose-bacteria mass transfer coefficient in the fermentation process is assumed to
be 10:1, according to conversations with microbiologist, Dr. Herbert Strobel.
7. The cellulose concentration in the liquid fermentor is assumed to be 4%, according to
Wooley et al., 1999. The moisture content in the solid fermentor is assumed to be
70%, according to the Chinn, 2003
8. Except where specifically mentioned otherwise, all technical and economic variables
in the SuperPro Designer 5.5 software are assigned their corresponding default values.
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